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we record the
eventful years
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Our school, La Salle, has seen many new physical develop-
ments during the past four years. The future has in. store
many more.
The newest additions to our campus are fwo additional
Residence Halls. These structures were completed in the sum-
mer of 1956. St. Cassian Hall and St. Denis Hall are each
capable of accommodating sixty-five students. On the eastern
side of the Residence Halls a paved parking area has been
constructed.
The first of the projected plans for the development of
La Salle to become a reality will be a Student Union Building.
Estimated cost of the structure is one million dollars. It will
provide more adequate dining facilities for the resident stu-
dents and will include cafeteria facilities for the day students.
Of radial design and comprising four stories, it will house
recreation rooms and service areas, the aforementioned cafe-
teria, a snack bar, a faculty dining room, the Campus store,
an expansive lobby, student lounges, music rooms, private
reception rooms, student activity rooms, and a small theatre.
The theatre will accommodate five hundred people and will
comprise one wing of the Student Union.
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Further in the future will be a Science Building, the
estimated cost of which is one and three-quarter million
dollars. The High School will be moved to another site at
a cost of one and three-quarter million dollars.
Also in the future is a Student Chapel to provide ade-
quate facilities for campus religious activities, a Business
Administration building to accommodate the College's
rapidly expanding School of Business, and a Field House
to replace the present Gymnasium. The cost of the Business
Administration Building is estimated to be one and one
quarter million dollars and the Field House will cost ap-
proximately a quarter million more.
Dedication
For four years many telling factors have played their
part in supplying us with the full benefit of a Catholic
college education. Among these factors we must give a
prominent place to the inspiring example of those who
spent themselves in the task of preparing us to meet the
demands of life as these demands will make themselves
felt in our chosen fields of future endeavor.
In the President of La Salle College, Brother Stanislaus,
w^e found the ideal exemplar of adherence to religious
ideals and to all that makes for progressive and purposeful
administration. His record of accomplishment in the fur-
ther development of our college has been exceeded only
by his aims for a greater La Salle.
To Brother Stanislaus, the helmsman guiding La Salle to
larger harbors, and commemorating his tw^enty-five years
of devoted service to God and to La Salle, we the Class
of 1957, respectfully dedicate our yearbook.
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La Salle is deeply in debt to the unfailing
assistance of the Sacred Heart to Whom
it has dedicated all its dreams, its hopes,
and its efforts. As the curtain rings down
on our four years at La Salle we pray that
w^e may ever remember that the Sacred
Heart was the original source of all that
w^e received. His assistance always aided
the efforts of our teachers and provided
the facilities for our spiritual, mental and
physical education. "Sacred Heart of Jesus,
I trust in Thee."
^H^P!
, F.S.C, Ph.D., LL.,D.
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A large corpor.ition is only as good .is its executive. On his .ichievements the
organization will stand or fall, will expand or die. Like the corporation, the organization
of La Salle stands as a staunch tribute to its President. For the growth of La Salle
is directly responsible to Brother Stanislaus. As her President, he has directed La Salle
in her largest expansion program in her history, so that today we see La Salle with
her largest enrollment since her founding. But he has not stopped here, for the next
few years shall see a college with facilities standing as an imfailing tribute to him
under whose guidance all this was made possible . . . Brother Stanislaus.
US in pace
As the Vice-President, Brother Daniel Bernian acts as the Dean of all Students.
He is responsible to his executive for almost four thousand students, for the regulations
governing them in the daily routine of college life, and for the administration of an
adequate Personnel Program to minister student services. In the last few years, due
to his encouragement and abilities, La Salle has seen the unprecedented development
and expansion of new and improved facilities, and the growth of activities, curricular
and extra-curricular, all of which directly contribute to the education which the
student receives at La Salle.
F.S.C., Ph.D.
Vice-President
Dean of Students
the times
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Brother F. Christopher, F.S.C., Ph.U., Director of AHmiss
Registrar. Brother F. Francis, F.S.C., A.M., Treasurer.
D.C.S., Bursar. Joseph Sprissler, B.A., D.C.S., Comptrollc
s. Brother G. Joseph, F.S.C., M.A.,
rother Edward John, F.S.C., M.A.,
James J. Henry, M.A., LL.D., Director of Athletics. Brother Gavin
Paul, F.S.C., Ph.D.,
Director of Special Services. Ruth Serchak, R.N., Atteuding Nurse. Rev. Mark Heath, O.P.,
Ph.D., Chaplain. William Snyder, B.A., News Bureau, Director, Public Relations.
Capable only hints at describing the men and women who assist the President and
the Dean in the handUng of the many affairs required in the administration of a large
organization such as La Salle. For, as La Salle College has grown, and its facilities
expanded, we have seen the development of new problems to be solved and new services
to be administered. Without efficiency in the handling of these matters there could
ultimately be no La Salle. Some of their jobs are big, some are small, but all are extremely
important. For, all services are interdependent. "When one fails, the entire organization
is affected, and, consequently, the fullest development of a student's academic achieve-
ment is impaired. But, instead of falling backward, or only standing still, our admin-
istration is constantly developing new and better techniques for the systematic and
effective handling of the finest of academic organizations.
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John Rooney, Ph.D., Director, CouuseUng Center. Thomas McCarthy, Ph.D., Assistant Di-
rector, Counseling Center. Edward J. Dillon, Reading Consultant. L. Thomas Riefsteck, B.A.,
Placement Service. John McCIoskey, B.S., Assistant to the President.
William J. Binowski, M.A., Assistant to the Dean. Charles Perkins, M.A., Assistant to the Dean,
Evening Division. Brother Edmund Joseph, F.S.C., B.S., M.A., Director of Library. Margaret
Keily Lennon, B.A., Assistant Registrar.
Rev, Mark Heath, O.P., delivers a
sermon at the annual student retreat
during Holy Week.
Mrs. Georgette Most and Miss Maria Solis (scatcil) of the
Department of Reference of the La Salle Library.
Miff Louise Schulte, left, and Miss Mary Brodcrick of the
Department of Circulation of the La Salle College Li-
brary,
The Dean of the College is in charge of the instructional program,
the purpose of La Salle. And the Deans of the specific schools are
the chief executive officers of the academic organization of their
school. Into the hands of these four men, falls the responsibility for
the academic hfe and curriculum of each student, and ultimately,
the scholastic success. For they are responsible for the organization
of a scholastic program that will afford the student the finest oppor-
tunity for the success of a career . . . and a thankful alumni is too
little tribute to their achievements.
Brother D. John, F.S.C., Ph.D.,
Deau of the College
other G. Robert, F.S.C., M.A.
Dealt of Arts and Sciences
David Cassian, F.S.C., Ph.D.
of Business Administration
Brother Gregorian Paul, F.S.C.,
Ph.D., LL.D.
Dean of Evening Division
Edwin W. Adams, B.S., Ed.D., M.A., As-
sociate Professor of Education.
Brother D. Adalbert, F.S.C., B.A., Cand.,
Ph.D., Instructor of English.
Brother F. Adrian, F.S.C., Ph.D., M.A.,
Instructor of Religion.
Carl J. Allen, B.A., M.A., Cand., Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor of Philosophy.
Austin J. App, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Associate
Professor of English.
Joseph F. Armstrong, B.S., M.S., Instructor
in Accounting.
Brother D. Augustine, F.S.C., B.A., M.A.,
Ph.D., Professor of Sociology.
Brother F. Azarias, F.S.C., B.A., M.A., As-
sociate Professor of Education.
John C. Bannan, B.S., Instructor of Mar-
keting.
Max Barth, B.A., Ph.D., Instructor of
Chemistry.
Gerhard Barth Wehrenalp, Ph.D., Instruc-
tor of Physics.
Arthur H. Benner, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Ins-
tructor of Physics.
William J. Binkowski, B.S., M.A., Cand.,
Ed.D., Ai.istant Vrofeaor of History.
Albert Bonelli, LL.B., D. Soc.Sc, Instruc-
tor of BiiEiness Law.
Vincent D. Bradley, B.S., M.B.A., Instructor
of Finance.
Victor D. Brooks, B.S., M.Ed., Ed.D., In-
structor of Psychology.
Franklin W. Burch, B.A., M.A., Cand.,
Ph.D., Instructor of History.
Martin L. Burke, B.S. LL.B., Instructor of
Business Latv.
Joseph M. Carrio, B.A.S., Assistant Professor
of Spanish.
Brother F. Christopher, F.S.C., B.A., M.S.,
Ph.D., Associate Professor of Biology.
Casimir Ciesla, Dr. Rer. Pol., Assistant Pro-
fesor of Economics.
C. Richard Cleary, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., As-
sistant Professor of Government.
John A. Clement, Jr., B.A., LL.B., Instruc-
tor Laxi
Brother E. Clementian, F.S.C., B.A., M.A.,
Assistant Professor of English.
John F. Connors, B.A., M.A., Instructor
of Sociology.
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Vincent A. Cooke, M.A., Instructor of In-
dustry.
Robert J. Courtney, B.A., M.A., Cand.,
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Government.
Joseph E. Crowley, B.A., LL.B., Instructor
of Economics and Industry.
Julius, F.S.C., B.A., M.A.,
sociate Professor of Math-
Brother Dan
M.S., Ph.D.,
ematics.
Brother Daniel Bernian, F.S.C., B.A., M.A.,
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of French.
Michael A. DeAngelis, B.S., M.S., Cand.,
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Accounting.
Domenico A. DiMarco, M.A., D.Litt., In-
structor of Italian.
Francis J. Donahoe, B.A., Ph.D., Instructor
of Physics.
Ugo Donini, B.A., M.A., Cand., Ph.D., As-
sociate Professor of History.
Rc-v. James A. Driscoll, O.P., B.A., S.T.B.,
S.T.L., Assistant Professor of Philosophy.
John M. Dronson, B.S., M.A., Instructor of
Economics.
Chcucr Dudziak, B.S., Instructor of Math-
ematics.
c ''
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Brother M. Edward, F.S.C., B.A., Litt. M.,
Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
Brother E. Felix, F.S.C., B.A., D.F.A., M.A.,
Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics.
George F. Fellmeth, Grad. Engineer, In-
structor of Industry.
James W. Finegan, B.A., Instructor of Eng-
lish.
Herbert H. Fleck, Capt., Arty., R.A., B.S.,
Assistant Professor of Military Science and
Tactics.
Joseph F. Flubacher, B.A., M.A., Ed.D.,
Professor of Economics.
Bro. F. Francis, F.S.C., A.M., Assistant
Professor of Economics.
Brother G. Francis, F.S.C., B.A., M.A., In-
structor of English.
Joseph F. Gabriel, B.A., M.A., Instructor of
English.
William F. Garrity, B.S., M.B.A., Instructor
of Accounting.
Harry J. Gibbons, B.S., Instructor of Ac-
counting.
George R. Gradel, B.A., M.S., Instructor of
Chemistry.
Greene, Ph.D., LL.B., M.B.A.,
of Economics.
Francis J. Guerin, C.P.A., B.S., Assistant
Professor of Accoicitting.
Bernard B. Goldner, B.S., M.A., Ph.D.,
Professor of Industry.
John A. Guischard, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., As-
sociate Professor of Prench.
Paul M. Hafey, B.A., Instructor of Govern-
ment.
Charles A. Halpin, Jr., B.S., LL.B., M.A.,
Assistant Professor of Industry.
E. Francis Hanlon, B.A., Instructor of
English.
Howard L. Ha
of English.
John L. Harbi:
Government.
Rev. Mark He
S.T.L., Ph.D.,
ligion.
B.A., M.A., Instructo
B.S., M.A., Instructor of
ith, O.P., B.S., B.A., S.T.Lr.,
Associate Professor of Re-
Rev. Thomas Hebcrt, A.A., B.A., LL.B.,
S.T.B., S.T.L., Ph.L., Ph.D., Assistant Pro-
fessor of Sociology.
John F. Hemminger, SFC, U.S.A., Instruc-
tor of Military Science.
James J. Henry, B.S., M.A., LL.D., Professor
-of Finance.
Gcor;(c O. Hobcrg, B.S., M.S., Instructor in
Malhemalict.
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Roland Holroyd, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., ScD.,
Professor of Biology.
Robert E. Jenklnson, Instructor of Physics.
Brother Didymus John, F.S.C., B.A., M.A.,
M.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics.
Brother Fortinlan Joseph, F.S.C., B.A., M.A.,
Ph.D., Instructor of English.
Brother G. Joseph, F.S.C., B.A., M.A., Pro-
fessor of Physics.
Brother G. Jude, F.S.C., B.A., M.A., Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor of Classical Languages.
Walter J. Kaiser, C.P.A., B.S., Assistant
Professor of Accounting.
Charles B. Kaufman, S.F.C., U.S.A., In-
structor of Military Science and Tactics.
John J. Keenan, B.A., Instructor of English.
George A. Keller, Capt. Arty., U.S.A.R.,
Instructor of Military Sciences and Tactics.
Charles V. Kelly, B.A. M.A., Assistant
Professor of English.
Claude Koch, B.S., M.A., Assistant Profes-
sor of English.
Raymond Ksiazek, B.A., Instructor of Bi-
ology.
Robert F. Lavelle, B.A., LL.B., Instructor of
Biisiness Latu.
Brother E. Leonard, F.S.C., B.A., M.A., As-
sistant Professor of French.
Brother Eliphus Lewis, F.S.C., B.A., M.A.,
Assistant Professor of History.
Brother G. Lewis, F.S.C., M.A., Sc.D., Pro-
fessor of Mathematics.
Brother E. Louis, F.S.C., B.A., M.A., As-
sistant Professor of Spanish.
John Lukacs, Ph.D., Lecturer of History.
Dennis J. McCarthy, B.A., M.A., Cand.,
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History.
Thomas N. McCarthy, M.A., Ph.D., As-
sistant Professor of Psychology.
Robert .McDonough, B.A., M.A., Assistant
Profettor of German.
John F. McGIynn, B.A., M.A., Cand., Ph.D.,
Asiiitanl Professor of English.
John F. Malloy, Jr., B.S., M.A., Instructor
of Sociology.
-f
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B.A., M.S., Instructor ojMartin P. Ma
Mathematics,
Joseph Markmann, B.S., Instructor of Math-
ematics.
Joseph C. Mihalich, B.A., M.A., Instructor
of Philosophy.
Joseph P. Mooney, B.A., M.A., Instructor
of Mathematics.
Edwin H. Moore, B.S., Instructor of In-
dustry.
Joseph L. Moran, B.A., M.A., Instructor of
English.
Edward J. Morris, Major, Arty., U.S.A.R.,
B.A., Assistant Professor of Military Science
and Tactics.
Francis Nathans, B.A., M.A., Cand., Ph.D.,
Instructor of Economics.
E. Russell Naughton, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., As-
sistant Professor of Philosophy.
Eugene O'Donnell, B.A., Instructor of
Physics.
Frederick Patka, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
of Psychology.
Brother Edward Patrick, F.S.C., B.A., M.A.,
Assistant Professor of English.
Brother E. Paul, F.S.C., B.A., M.A., As-
sistant Professor of Spanish.
i^a^
Brother Gavin Paul, F.S.C., B.A., M.A.,
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology.
Brother Gregorian Paul, F.S.C., B.S., M.S.,
Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry.
Robert W. Pearson, B.S., M.S., Instructor
of Mathematics.
John S. Penny, B.A., M.S., Ph.D., Associate
Professor of Biology.
Charles P. Perkins, B.A., M.A., Instructor
of English.
Brother D. Philip, F.S.C., B.S., M.A., M.B.A.,
Instructor of Accounting.
Leon A. Pierce, Capt., Arty., B.A., Instruc-
tor of Military Science and Tactics.
Raymond J. Raffaeli, Lt. Colonel, Arty.,
R.A., B.S., Professor of Military Science
and Tactics.
Brother G. Raymond, F.S.C., B.A., M.S.,
Cand., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chem-
istry.
John R. Reynolds, SFC, U.S.A., Instructor
of Military Science and Tactics.
Charles H. Rice, Maj., U.S.A., B.A., As-
sistant Professor of Military Science.
Joseph A. Rider, B.S., M.A., Inslructor of
Accounting.
L. Thoma* Riefttcck, B.A.
Marlfxtinfi.
Inilruclor of
«"-" ^'^
Augustine J. Rieffel, B.S., LL.B., Instructor
of Business Law.
William N. Ritchie, B.S., Instructor of
Industry.
Brother G. Robert, F.S.C., B.A., M.A.,
Cand., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English.
Daniel J. Redden, B.A., M.F.A., Assistant
Professor of English.
John J. Rooney, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., As-
sistant Professor of Psychology.
Robert J. Rowland, B.S., M.A., Lecturer
of Education.
Thomas J. Ryan, Jr., B.S. M.B.A., Instruc-
tor of Accounting.
Bronislau Sadnicki, Ph.D., Instructor of
Rev. William Sailer, S.T.B., Ph.D., Director
of La Salle College Glee Club, Director
of Music.
Henry J. Schneider, B.A., M.S., Ph.D., In-
structor of Chemistry.
Rev. George Shugrue, O.S.F.S., B.A., M.A.,
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Philosophy.
John C. Singer, B.A., Instructor of In-
Harold Staras, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Instructor
of Mathematics.
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Cornelius F. Sullivan, B.A., M.A., Instruc-
tor of Mathematics,
Peter J. Sweeney, B.S., M.B.A., Instructor
of Accounting.
George R. Swoyer, B.S., M.B.A., Assistant
Professor of Marketing.
Paul K. Taylor, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Instruc-
tor of Matfjevtatics.
Robert D. Teasdale, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., LL.B.,
Instructor of Physics.
Brother D. Thomas, F.S.C., B.A., M.A.,
Ph.D., Professor of Religion.
Jose Tizol, Capt., USA., Assistant Professor
of Military Science.
Walter Van Stan, B.A., Instructor of Eng-
lish.
Anthony M. Waltrich, B.A., Instructor of
English.
Frank J. Wetzler, B.A., M.A.„ Assistant
Professor of German.
Melvin J. Woods, B.A., Instructor of fi-
nance.
Frank Wroblewski, M/Sgt., U.S.A., Instruc-
tor of Military Science.
r III?
Peter Zunk, M/Sgt,, U.S.A., Imlriulor of
Military Science.
23
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Between the student and the .idministration, at the behest of the
latter, stands the Student CounciL Here, the students present them-
selves to the administration, to the faculty, other institutions and
associations, and the public in general, in an organized and articulate
manner. On the campus, this group of student officers has risen to
a position of influence that they have not held in some time. Devoted
to the student bod)', they have kept the welfare of the students
before them. With a junior, Jim McDonald, holding the reins this
last year, student representation was put forth in a determined and
resolute manner.
Secretary of State John Foster Dulles
listened glumly when asked for a review
of U. S. Middle East policy.
Mernbe rs of Stt
Fh St 1 ow: .1- Hellm inn , R. Eg
D. Sp att. F. Hagar Sccou^
0, J. Panchella, J. Sanquill
ill'.- A. McCloskey, V. Syn
kowski, R. Ganter, Bro. D. Augustine, Mode
Donald, President; T. Cunningham, J. Neale.
J. Mc-
The Annual Blue and Gold Ball, the year's main social event, was held at the Broadwood
Hotel Ballroom. Over two hundred couples received a free photograph as a favor and
danced to the music of George Sommers and his orchestra.
A I Iciiicr huy. a ticket from Ed Haas for the
Shamrock Hop, a Junior Uance, which is under
the auspices of Student Council.
Vince S/.ymkowsUi, Mat Nealc, .inel Bob Canter
senior officers of Student Council pose for the
|ih(jloj;r.ipher 0]i their way to a student council
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First rotvi F. Leinhov
T. Devlin, J. Dugan.
T. Cunningham, A. D
mbers of the
r, J. Gallaghe
J. Pappa
cecutive Board of Student Council
J. Sanquilli, Bro. Augustine, Moderator; J. Galloway,
Simmons, A. Randazzo, P. Walsh, J. Presto, J. Burke,
V. Szymkowski, R. Ganter, F. McVeigh.
The Executive Board, a branch of Student Council, is com-
posed of the presidents of all the clubs on campus. The purpose
of the organization is to give a voice in Student Government
to these clubs. Under the presidency of Joe Sanquilli a compre-
hensive set of Rules-of-Procedure was drawn up which gained
for it the respect of the Student Body previously lacking. The
Board has surprised not a few with its success.
Guests of the annual Open House, sponsored by the
Executive Board, show intense interest in the exhibit
displayed by the R.O.T.C. department.
Sanquilli, anc
Bcnilde Club
conducted by Joe Mahc
laszek on their visit t
ig Open House.
Accounting Ass ociatio 1 gathe s about Dave Campbell as the
re agenda of c ub act ivitles s laid out. Charlie Rueger has
performed a di appearing act with a fourteen column work-
The Accounting Association h.is .is its objective the encour.igeiTient
fot the .art of debiting and crediting. Organized largely by and for
the upper classmen, it sponsors many speakers throughout the year
who enlighten the members on the opportunities for employment
after graduation. The Association has backed such speakers as Messrs.
Walsh and May of the Army Auditing Division, and Mr. Sulhvan
of the Internal Revenue Service. They also sponsor intra-club par-
ticipation in discussion of Accounting problems. The club is under
the mentorship of Mr. Walter Kaiser of the Accounting Department.
Dave Campbell is the President.
Debit .1
Lodovit
for the
en John St zulo, Dave Campbell, and Charlie
cks discussing a future speaker
Members of the Accounting Association
First roiv: D. Campbell, C. Lodovico, D. Campbell, J. Strazzulo,
H. Sobieski, G. Guim, J. O'Hare, D. Mennsinger, J. Boyer, G. Wilk,
J. McDonnel, W. Fyncs, F. McCloskey, W. Wh.nlcn, J. McDonald.
J. Ginh:
s. Second
rt. Third
in, a member of the Benlkle Club,
chetic.ll class at the Blessed Martin
nter. The members of the club
iching in cooperation with the
of Christian Doctrine.
Mcmbtis ot the BcnilJc Club
R. Connors, R. Vaccara, W. EliaDon, D. Beebc, J. Mah(
tulle, T. Nolan, J. Sanquilli, J. Callahan, J. Dunphy.
The Bcnilde Club, .ui org.iniz.uio]i for C.itliolic Action, extends
its sway beyond the c.impus limits to outlying missions and centers
with its catechetical workers. Catechetical classes are held at St.
Simon's, Blessed Martin de Porres, and Stella Maris. This club worked
in conjunction with the Mission Sisters engaged in teaching, caring
for, and converting the Colored and Indians. Speakers, Masses offered
for special occasions such as the Centennial of the Sacred Heart
Doctrine, the Harvesters, and the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine
were all part and parcel to the club's successful undertakings this
past year.
Int foe
Salle's Benilde Club. Ron;
plains to his catcchists that
God. Let's hope the comi
The Benilde Club continues.
;ld Gendaszek ex-
30
In the spring of 1949, a group of twelve seniors, led by
Louis P. Domingus, applied to the American Chemical Society
for a charter to form a student affiliate chapter of that
organization. For Intra-Coilegiate purposes, this chapter is
known as the Chymlan Society. The society, which is re-
stricted to Chemistry majors, acquaints the students with
each other, secures the intellectual stimulation that arises
from professional association, and fosters and instills a pro-
fessional spirit and pride in Chemistry. Members of the
society have made tours to the Franklin Institute, Smith,
Kline and French, Wyeth Laboratories, watched technical
films and heard guest speakers.
J.ick F.irdy, Jim H.impson, Tony DiCecco isten in
Max Earth explains an experiment in Physic al Chem
the students endeavor to do the experimen t. Wh
.tly
Members of the Chymian Society
First row: E. Malaskey, J. Hampson, J. Dugan, Dr. Earth, T.
Shanley, W. Haller, R. Jonic. Sccoiicf row: J. Maggeo, A.
Alfano, J. Koehler, F. Euck; L. Lendroy, T. Benderlcy, J.
Griffin, J. Yost, R. Coughlin. Third row: H. Sciarra, J. Esposito,
W. Nichols, P. Douney, J. McGettigan, E. Spanier, C. Shaw.
Economic Club members participate in the Semii
A. Catalini, E. Corley, T. McManus, J. Kelly, V. Johannson,
Bro. Norbert, P. Walsh, R. Rider, J. Waite, J. Cohn
Flubacher, Chairman of the Economics Department.
H. Bradley and R. Rider dist
nomics. "Well what about ;
long run, Richard, we will al
>e long
dead."
as of Keynesian eco-
a, Harry?" "In the
The Economics Club has for its purpose the further.ince
of, interest in, and understanding of the theoretical and
practical aspects of Economics. Emphasis is also laid on the
importance of Catholic Social Philosophy in economic life.
An active student participation in discussion of the problems
of economics is encouraged. To increase interest, guest
speakers are provided who lecture on economic problems
past and present. The club moderator is Mr. Francis Nathans
of the Economics Department.
Members of the Economics Club
first voir: G. Hoffman, H Bradley, Mr. Nathans, Moderator;
J. Duffy. Scco::H row: A Hawrylew, S. Cooper, E Gehring,
D. Peterson, M. HayduU
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Mcmbe.s of the Edu
First row: T. Hunt, ^
W. Donohue, J. McQue
Reinhardt, B. Co
way, J. Bossert, W. Eliason, H. Keilman, J. Cohn, G. Loesc
J. Gallagher, D. McAnney. Third roiv: G. Rote, J. Solai
F. Leinhauser, J. Dunphy, D. Mundt, J. Berner, A. Simmon
An active membership in the Ecliic.ition Society is granted to all
students enrolled in the Education Program in the Upper Division.
The purpose of the society is to promote constructive interest in
teaching problems and to foster high ideals of professional ethics.
The society supplies professional development of its members
through organized contacts with teachers.
Dr. Allen Hai Supe
gomery County, explains the ncc
Philadelphia Catholic Colleges.
Bill Comer, looks on. (Below):
which Dr. Harman has prcsontt
of Schools for Mont-
of Education Society,
study the possibilities
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The F.ibrici.in Society, founded in 1933 as the Premedic.il
Society of L.i Salle College, is open to all students interested
in the biological sciences. The Society is named after
Geranima Fabricius, an Italian anatomist.
The intricicies of the feline skull .ire discussed in the biology
Liboratory by Phil Lo Presti, Tony D'Amore and Bill Barry. The
extra curricular lab activities are mvaluabic m biological train-
The biological regulars, ro
skeletons in favor of the
match," says Phil Lo Presti
uteJ by Dr. Holroyd, abandon the
opic world. "They just don
Members of the Fabrician Society
First rout S. Vasso, J. McNulty, C. Courtney, M. Dowling,
J, Flanagan, A. Di Santls, E. McMullin, D. Traveline. Secon<l
ron-: D. Colombi, J. Coppol.T, R. Cogan, T. Shaudis, A. Damore,
Dr. Holroyd, Moderator: P. LoPrest, L. Fortuna, J. Alotta,
J. Pettina, G. Llyakkos. Thir.l row: P. Dclaney, D. Besselman,
W. Barry, J. Shlunk, P. LaRufIa, A. Pepino, P. Santella,
G. Eastland, J. Pappano, W. Hall, P. Cundy, F. Silver. Fourth
roii: P. Globetz, F. Toomey, A. Giampetro, J. Stathakis,
B. Loitmann, E. Politowicz, R. Monihan, R. Tourch, K. Klutze,
W. Avangclisto.
Lstory Clul
David Ben Gurion, Prime Minister of Israel.
Members of the History Club
First row: V. Hoepfl, J. Maher, J. Sanquilli, J. Burke, J. Galloway. Second row: A. Durrant,
P. Feledick, E. Morris, J. Rossi, J. Braig, J. Makarewicz, A. Randazzo, J. Dunphy. Third row:
V. Kcnen, P. Walsh, J. Gavin, A. Dorley, J. Gallagher.
Problems and aspects of important events of historical
significance are the ideas around which the History CKib
is based. Its activities are of an academic and social nature.
Included among these activities are radio discussions of a
competitive nature, promotion of student interest in graduate
field of study in history, club meetings held at members'
homes on an informal basis, and an annual dinner. The club
is moderated by Mr. Ugo Donini, Chairman of the History
Department.
Members of the History Club Joe Maher, Vice President; Jac
Galloway, Historian; Joe Sanquilli, President; and Bill Comer trac
the background of the modern European political situation.
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of the Industrial Relations
;rs, A. D'Amore, F. McVe
Club
sK J.
R. Ganter. Second row: T. McCaffe
J. Flaherty, J. Larkin, J. Matthew, P
y, W. Gulp, L. Gi(
Waters.
Industrial Relations Commission
The function of the Industrial Relations Commission, an affiliate
of the National I-cderation of Catholic College Students, is to foster
the research into problems of a science or an art. The problems are
approached from all aspects whether they be legal, social, economic
or moral. The Commission contributes delegates to the N.F.C.C.S.
The club is under the moderatorshlp of Charles Halpin.
Shown discussing the luLuie prospects and opportunities for
college men in the Industrial Relations field are: Tom Casey,
Bill Culp, Joe Larkin, Dick Peregoy, Frank McVeigh, and
Jim McWilliams.
The three laughing boys above discussing a future meeting of
their club arc from left to right: Fred Lochetto, Bob Ganter,
and Dick Peregoy.
The International Relations Club was organized for the purpose
of discussing problems and policies of an international nature.
The club endeavors to develop independent and critical evaluation
on the part of its members by frequent discussion, group meet-
ings, and intercollegiate debates on international affairs. This year,
in connection with the mock presidential election which it con-
ducted, the IRC sponsored the first of its discussions between
political experts. At its annual banquet, the club presents an
award to the person who best exemplifies Christian principles in
the field of international relations.
a pre-election discussion opposing views were presented by
e Honorable Hugh Scott (R) and Jam =s Pie (D), who is
La Salle alumnus. Student participation in the discussion
period
Members of the International Relations Club
tirst roiv: J. Maher, J. Burke, J. Galloway, V. Hoepfl, J.
Sanquilli. Second roiu: P. Feledick, E. Morris, A. Randazzo,
R. Dwyer, J. Gallagher. Third roll': V. Ko
J. Gavin, A. Durrant.
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The Society for the Advancement of Management is the recog-
nized national professional organization of management in in-
dustry, commerce, government, and education. In order to accom-
plish its objectives, it utilizes the following media: regular
meetings, plant trips to Forms, Inc., Philadelphia Gas Works,
Lee Tire Co., Quaker Sugar Co., Weber Box Co., and others;
guest speakers, motion pictures, social affairs, an annual dinner
and a student conference which is held in conjunction with other
area colleges and universities.
Members of the society enjoy
Philadelphia Gas Works,
and distribution of gas, i
President Ja L. Annas affixes his sign.-
include plant trips, stude
al Conference held at the
th officials of the
ating the manufacture
yed a-wake!
proposed list
al dinn
Members of the Society for the Advancement of Management
first rou-: R. Fabris, E. Melville, D. McMenamin, J. Pro-
caska, J. Magosin, J. Annas, W. Thomas, B. Cannone, R.
Woolslager, J. Cullen, T. Cichaczewski. Secoild roic: J.
Kcegler, M. Dybicz, W. Torpey, W. Donohoe, T. Loschiavo,
E. Healy, M. O'Neill
Snyder, J. Bubeck.
loader, A. Pakech, G. Beggin, G. Ames, J.
row: R. Krolikowski, E. McDevitt, G. Duko,
jrkery, F. Smith, P. Rupponer, G.
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Members of the Nev
of the Naval Air L
ter, J. Waltrich, Secreta
nell, D. Rlsica, J. Schille vlin, P:
The purpose of the Newtonian Society is to promote interest
in physics among the students of La Salle. The society presents
moving pictures and lectures by members and guests. A field
trip was taken to the laboratories of the Naval Air Development
Center, Johnsvillc, Pennsylvania.
Along with the placement bureau, the club sponsors vocational
interviews with government and industrial research organizations.
Activities included presentation of a moving picture and lecturer
from White Sands Proving Ground, and "The Story of Measure-
ment", an exhibition and lecture produced by the DoAll Com-
pany, DcsPlaines, Illinois.
for Ji,
Having read llic t
Bisbing, and Tom Dc
during Open House.
hat dia 1! Fou years of intensive instr
pson as he get to manipulate the osc
ntratos on mor e distant matters.
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Members of the Psychology Club
w: R. Taylor, A. Lawless, J. Presto, W. LaPorte, J.
Second row: W. Haughcrty, J. Powers, T. Prender-
King.
The function of the Psychology Club is the further-
ance of Psychology by increasing its understanding on
the part of the student. Its activities are both social
and academic. A field trip to the Eastern Pennsylvania
Psychiatric Institute was undertaken this year. Faculty
lectures and movies have also been promoted by the
Psychology Club. An annual dance was given as the
highlight of its social affairs. The tutelage of the club
is in the hands of John Rooney, Ph.D., of the Psychology
Department. Andrew Lawless, '5 8, is the Club president.
The President of the Psychology Club, Andy Lawless, is
shown discussing future -iffairs with the other officers of the
club, Jim Noithimmer, Tieasurer, md Frank Kmir Secretary.
Here, the President, Andy Lawless, and the Secretary, Frank
King, are deciding the time and place of the coming film and
speaker. The topic will be: Head-Shrinking, Self Taught.
Sociology Club
Doro
of
crystall
thy Day, noted pacifist, addresses the student body on the ev
/ar. Her noble attempt to win R.O.T.C. to her cause failed
:anize.
In the orderly office of the Sociology Club, Bill Lamb, Tom Cunningh
Ji tn Dunphy, Tom Clemens receive from Mr. Connors a topic foi
research paper. Topic was: Marriage in Zululand.
The purpose of the Sociology Club is to acquaint those
who are majoring in Sociology with the practical aspects
of this field and to put forward the opportunities for graduate
study and placement after graduation. The club in order
to stimulate interest has put forth an agenda of speakers,
forums, career conferences and field trips. Notable among
its alumni is Wsevolod Isajiw whose article on the sociological
systems of Sorokin appeared in the American Catholic
Sociological Review. The club is moderated by Mr. John
Connors and its president is Tom Cunningham.
Members of the Sociology Club
First roil': J. Scott, T. Cunningham, J. Connors, moderator
J. Dunphy, W. Lamb. Sccoinl row. C. Beitz, J. Callahan
J. Amen, O. Samons, T. Clemins, J. McCartin. Third roiv:
R. Taylor, J. Reilly, T. Grimes, G. Micklesavage, E. Wutzer,
E«?^
The French Club at La Salle, Le Cercle Claudel, is an
organization devoted to the encouragement and dissemination
of the French culture and language among its members and
the student body in general. Its affairs are generally of the
educational and social variety consisting of informal meet-
ings and dances. The club is moderated by John Guishard,
Ph.D.
Members of Lc Certle Cl= udel cnjoy a good laugl, a
humored Rr n Gcndaszck gets off or c of hi •i quips
Eliaion rx re nc left) is appa ren ly u n.ipprc
Franco-type humor.
Officeri of the Pi Delta Phi: Ed O'Brii
.Murphy and Ron Cendatzck cau>;ht f
mcctinKt of the club. Thii club i« mode
n, AndyChermak, Bill
:hedulinj; the monthly
ated by Dr. Boudrcau.
H"
Honeymoon
in Rome
CAROSONE his piano
a Ml i|jirte;tD
J. Petti, ttempts to dr
Club. Lookii
A. De Santis
(standins),
D. Columbi
J. La Mon-
^. Rosiejka
J. Coppola and
The Circole La Salliano, better known as the ItaUan Club,
was founded to promote the art, music, hterature and culture
in general of Italy. Its aims are not strictly academic in
nature, for it also sponsors stags and dances for its members.
The club is moderated by Dr. Di Marco of the Modern
Language Department.
First row: A
P. Lo-Pr(
J. Coppoi
embers of the It.ilian Club
antis, J. Pettinio, D. Colombi, A. (
, P. La Ruffa. Second roiu: L. Fortuna, A
, P. Santella, W. Avangelisto, S. Vasso. Third
.. Ventresca, A. Pepino.
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mi
Mcmbcis of the Spanish Club
First rou: T. Dean, A. Feehan, T. Gallaghc
Moderator; J. Gallagher, P. Dclaney, J. Flanagan
The Sp.inish Club .U L.i S.ille w.is organized in 194S
through the effort? of Scnor Jose Miquel C.irrio, Spanish
professor at La Salle and present moderator of the club. It
is under the patronship of St. Theresa of Avila. Various
activities of this year included the Fall and Spring Socials,
lectures by students and guests, motion picture films of
Spain and Spanish speaking countries, and the New York
trip.
A prt»«in>- maiu-r <>< l)u»inc»« »ccm« to fully occupy ihc atl
of J. C.ill.ij(hcr, T. G-illaghcr, Mr. Orrio, .ind Tom Dcni
point under con«iJcratfon in Who flipped the hot t.-im.ilcs
refrigerator?
^mi'"
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Newly invested officers
symbols of their offices
Dance. Officers received
of Sigma Beta Kappa accept the
at the fraternity's Annual Dinner
were: Treasurer, Bill Thomas; Presi
dent, Bob G.-.nter; Vice
Joe Antal. On the right
Action, members of the
-President, Joe Kjriz; and Secretary
carrying out their aim of Catholic
fraternity receive the Blessed Sacra
ment before the Commurlion Breakfast.
Sigma Beta Kappa
Sigma Beta Kappa has a two fold end, social and
religious. The latter includes activities at St. John's
Orphanage, and a Communion Breakfast which featured
John Facenda as the guest speaker. Social activities are
divided into those which encourage general student par-
ticipation such as the Mardi Gras and the Thanksgiving
Dances, and those restricted to club membership such
as socials and informal business meetings. Fraternity
membership is chosen after a six weeks initiation period
in which the pledges or "worms" are obliged to perform
menial tasks. With its Annual Dinner Dance, which
closes out its social year, the pledges who have been
deemed worthy are accepted.
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Members, Alumni, and guests enjoy thcmselv
Mardi Gras Dance held at the Philadelphia
Mardi Gras, a tremendous success as usual,
of fraternity spirit.
Continuing in their policy of cooper
Sigma Beta Kappa projects its act
Annual Open House. Their functio
Rifle Club. The
school activit
display for
al and religic
Brothers and pledges of Sigma Beta Kappa sing
the Fraternity song at annual Mardi Gras Dance
after Bob Ganter presented Bro. Stanislaus,
College President, "with an appropriate gift
acknowledging his Silver Jubilee.
Members of Sigma Beta Kappa
First roiu: J. Yambor, T. Smith, R. Boyle, J.
Jill, W. Weber, K. Hager, F. McGiness. Second
row: ]. Schiller, E. Stein, J. Antal, R. Ganter,
Bro. J. Damian, Moderator; J. Kriz, J. Cosgrove,
A. Amoroso. Third row: D. McGuigan, J. Mahon,
H. Davis, A. Lawless, R. Rowland, L. Tully,
J. Scratore, B. McFadden, E. Bonelli, J. Mc-
Williams. Fourth row: M. Butterfly, H. Darragh,
J. Lyzinski, F. Bradley, R. Galante, T. Wieczar-
kowski, E. Higgins, W. McCormick, T. Shanley.
Such sights as this, in which "Worms" pcrforn
menial tasks, arc familiar to students during th,
hazing pcrind. Shine, Worm, Shine.
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Members of Alpha Phi Omega
First roiv: J. Voss, J. Metz, A.
Catalan!, A. Dorley, J. Stathahis,
H. Kidman. Second row: J. Kel-
ley, R. Simard, M. Pilla, A. Ran-
dazzo, J. Gallo, S. LoGuidice, E.
Langdon, M. Hayduk. Third row:
J. Burke, J. Panczka, W. Lee,
F. Marinaro, P. Santella, R. Can-
ter.
The l.irgest National Fraternity in the United States is repre-
sented by a group of students at La Salle united for the sole
purpose of serving. A selfless group that always found time to
help others at the expense of their own convenience. Service to
the student body and faculty, to youth and community; to help
fellow members; to the nation are the objectives which they face.
Sincerity in purpose, and success in objective are the high
qualifications which our fellow students met to become brothers
in this organization. The Lambda Phi chapter is one which
represents well Alpha Phi Omega. With a touch of comedy
(assembUng in the fellowship of the scout oath and laws) it
ends in the fullness of dedication.
Tony Catalani congratukites Frank A
latter's acceptance of Alpha Phi On
It is the policy of the fraternity to elec
every six months. Both men during thei
an excellent job for the fraternity.
Responding to the piteous call fr
masses, the Alpha Phi Omega s]
manity". During it they exhort
contribute clothing. Shown her
the student body reacting to t
successful.
Hungary's persecuted
sored "Operation Hu-
the student body to
are four members of
call. The drive was
Kappa Mu Epsilon
Founded by mathematics majors on the undergraduate level,
Kappa Mu Epsilon has a four fold purpose: to further the interest
in mathematics, to help members reaUzc its important functions
in today's world, to aid him in appreciating math through its
demands for rigorous and logical modes of thought, and to
recognize his outstanding achievements in this field.
Being an honorary society there are certain prerequisites a
student must fulfill to be admitted. He must be a Junior in the
upper third of his class, with at least twenty-two hours of
mathematics and maintain a minimum of 2.7 index. Upon
fulfillment of these qualifications he is admitted to the Pennsyl-
vania Chapter. Brother Jules Damian is the moderator.
Tom Dev in, Lou Kijewski and Doi Risi ca listen intently dur-
ing a discussior of the application of topology to electronic
principles prior to an actual demo istra ion.
Brother Damian, Moderator of Kappa Mu Epsilon, explains the
conditions necessary for a closed group. Theory of Groups has
found many applications in modern Physics.
of Kappa Mu Epsilon
ro^u. Brother G. Brendan,
r Damian, Moderator; T.
. Second row: F. Dunn, J.
z. Brother Francis, D. Risi-
Kijcwski.
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The aim of Alpha Epsilon Delta, an honorary premedical society,
is to foster excellence in academic endeavor, stimulate interest
in the importance of premedical education in the study of medi-
cine, and promote cooperation between premedical educators and
students. The organization was founded at La Salle in 19 5 vinder
the sponsorship of the Fabrician Society. In keeping with the
aims of the society, Pennsylvania's Delta chapter sponsors, in
conjunction with a local medical school, an Eastern Pennsylvania
Premedical Conference. At this conference, premedical educators
and students meet and discuss the different aspects of medical
education.
Dick Monih.in .ind Bob Cogan spend a few late hours In the
istry lab trying to identify an "unknown." The job was
hopeless task.
Dr. Penney explains to Phil Lo Presti, Bill Bar
the intricacies of the human scapula. That s
"before" in Charles Atlas' ads.
, _ ry and Tony Dar
__ — __ keleton posed fo
' '
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Members of Alpha Epsilon Delta
First row: R. Monihan, J. Pap-
pano, Bro. Christopher, Moder-
ator; R. Cogan, F. Silvers. Second
row: D. Besselman, W. Barry,
T. Schaudis, E. Politowicz, P.
Lo Presti. Third roiu: A. Travag-
line, A. Damore, P. La Ruifa,
N. Ferrv.
Members of the Gavel Society
First row: R. Connors, P. Walsh. Sec-
ond ro2v: V. Konen, F. Trzuscowski, E.
Morris, K. Makowski, F. Gleeson, H.
Sairsdorfer.
The Gavel Society was formed at La Salle College to promote
inter-collegiate debating. The organization, which has a year-long
schedule, entered many highly rated tournaments in the past year.
Among them were the Barnard Tournament, District VII Champion-
ships, Duquesne University Tournament, and the N.F.C.C.S. Tourna-
ment, which were well distributed around the country. The debating
team is divided into varsity and novice. The novices posted a difficult
schedule featuring St. Joseph, Temple, Immaculata, Swarthmore and
the University of Pennsylvania. The Gavel also sponsors intramural
debates for the general participation of the student body. The Society
is moderated by Mr. Charles V. Kelly of the English Department.
d^'^.
Joseph Hcnnessy dcmonstr.itcs the place of rhetorical
);esture in the art of ticbating. Hcnnessy, although
only a Sophomore, proved a valuable asset this year.
Harry Bradley, Peter Walsh, Ron Connors discuss the
proposed topic of a future debate. Resolved: That
the Eskimos can support Major League baseball.
The Glee Club Ins .is its purpose the encour.igenient of music.il
apprecintion. No: only is it .1 niusic.il group, but it also fosters
the concept of fr.itern.il spirit .imong its members. Bcsitlcs its
singing engagements, the Glee Glub also sponsors an annual
dance. A collaboration with neighboring colleges has proven to
be of great value to the Glee Club. The organization is conducted
by Father Sailor.
Jerry Annuziato and Art Roney sell tickets for the L.iS.iIIe Glee Club
appe.-irance .it Town Hall on Friday, M.irch 29, featuring the score of
My Fair Lady.
I
Members of the Glee Club
First rou-: V. Mordan, M. Sukalski, C. Sharpe, O. Samm.
J. Coppola, F. Hagan. Sccoui! row: G. Weckerly, R. Conn
R. Allan Durrant, J. Gulliford, Rev. W. Sailer, Director;
Oici, W Hill J R. ..11 I'l ,„„ I \i(.ll.., R 1)1
J. Schnellbacher, G. Annunziato, P. Klingdenberger, D. Petrilli,
P. Downey, D. Pratt, G. Malone, T. Beebe, L. Borger, D. Mc-
Grath. T. Smith. Fo;rrf/j rou-. J. Voss, R. Lowery, R. Corbett,
P Kcnntdi, A Allim. I Mill, R. Chipley, W. Zehringcr.
Members of the Varsity Club
First row: G. Maketa, M. Sukalski, T. Devlin, V. Szyi
T. Loschiavo, J. Yambor, J. Rose, P. Kennedy. Seco
H. Darragh, R. Morro, E. Filiben, J. Galloway, J. i
F. McCloskey, K. Jacob:
nan, J. Garvin, \V. Fyn
gins, A. Lewis, E. Gash,
Ml, D. Sharp. Thh-H ro,
s, J. McCauley, D. Zeli]
W. Fredricks.
J. Heffer-
The purpose of the Varsity Club is the organization of
the lettermen in a society to advance and improve varsity
and intramural athletics, to stimulate the student interest,
and to support, by way of pep-rallies and motorcades, the
athletic teams in their endeavors. To be a member, a player
or manager must have earned a Varsity "L". The club also
sponsors Varsity Week, and stags, which play a key part
in increasing interest.
Varsity Club
Th mittcct of Var.ity Week, The Varsity Drag, and the picni
meet to ditcuK thcje affairs. Even though this was an iniportan
meeting you could never tell by looking at Bill Fyncs who i
gcttin;; some much needed sleep.
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The La Salle College Collegian aids those men interested in jour-
nalism by providing them with a workshop, and also disseminates
to the student body in general the views and news of the institution,
its faculty and its students. It is a weekly publication. The writing
body is distributed throughout the four classes, but the, editor-in-chief
is a senior. Each year, at its staff banquet, the Collegian gives an
award for "Public Service in Journalism". This )'ear it was given
to Richard W. Slocum, Executive Vice-President of the Philadelphia
Bulletin.
Editors of the Colkt
completed handbook.
P. Gall and Richard
book.
;.ui u.irt mull over the newly
They are Mike Hayduk, John
2oulson, compiler of the hand-
Jack McDcv
swimming si
Metropolitar
of Do,
Chan
hy the
Brother Daniel Bernian present
Binquet held between semesters.
Slocnm, recipient of the Collci;
a Collegian Key to Richard Coulson at the Annual Collegian
President of La S.illc College, Brother E. Stanislaus, Mr. Robert
in Award, Norbcrt Moscr and John Gall look on.
*Nl
Sports Editor Fr.ink Mangan puts the finishing
touches on something other than sports copy on a
Monday night after the more hearty souls have de-
parted.
Every Wednesday afternoon, the Collegian comes out on
the Campus. Here shown arc the students who have just
received their copy. Besides the feature stories, the Col-
legian is the source of many controversial editorials which
greatly stir student interest, especially those which are
carried out in a serialized form.
Members of the Collegian staff check the sports page for
possible errors. Looking on arc Joe Griffin, Jack "Down
The Line" McDevitt, Dixie Dugan, John Gall, Abe Flores
and Frank Mangan. Sometimes these people never look at
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The Explorer
It took 6 men to produce this book and the story of their
struggles couki be the basis for a modern comedy. The bulk of the
actual work on the book was done by Bowen who drove his men
with an iron hand.
Credit must be given to: John Galloway, Business Manager, who
struck bargains and worried about the funds; Vito Canuso, Business
Manager, who kept the Bursar busy; the Business staff, Tony D'Amore
(subscriptions), Louis Giorno (patrons), John P. Gall (publicity),
Mike Dybicz (promotion), Jim McDonald (circulation); and to
Editor-in-Chief
Galloway, Business Ma
men who had the burden of visualizing, organizing and producing
the sections: Joe McCauley (activities), Ralph Nuss (faculty). Bill
Fynes (sports). Bob Romano (seniors). Joe Maher, copy editor;
Mike Hayduk, photographer, and Walt Eliason, his assistant, round
out the crew.
Special thanks go to Brother Clementian whose advice was always
welcome if not always followed. It is my sincere hope that those
men who worked very hard on this book and got little credit will
know that they have my sincere thanks. Art Simmons
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Above: Romano checks the student list while "boss"
s. Brother Clementian appears to be
peeved at the cameraman. Right: Simmons, Bowen
and McCauley spend a joyful Sunday writing copy
for Joe Maher to type.
Photographer Mike Hayduk adjusts his apron, rolls up his Bill Fynes coyly plays footsies with star reporter McDc
sleeves and then grabs the enlarger firmly by the lens (hands good breeding by ignoring the whole thing.
off the lens, Hayduk).
vho shows his
The Masque
The M.isque, L.i S.ille's JiMiii.itics club, is pai'ticul.irly proud
of Its reputation as one of the most active and successful
extra-curricular organizations on the college campus. Under
the direction of its faculty moderator, Mr. Dan Redden, a
member of the Department of English, The Masque's au-
diences have been growing larger for each successive produc-
tion. This years fall production, The Devil's Disciple, by
George Bernard Shaw, outdrew last year's very successful
Caine Mutiny Court Martial. That Oaklahoma, the spring
production, was confidently expected to break the record set
in 19S6 by South Pacific, was clearly indicated when Ed
Stein, '57, president of The Masque, announced a precedent
making six night run for the Pulizer Prize winning musical.
Masque business affairs and policy are determined by its
Board of Governors and the Officers of the group, all of
whom are elected by the membership.
The Masque produces one show each seme stcr. The fir St producti
of the Masque's 1956-57 season was G. B Shaw's "Do\ il's Disciple
H. de Luca (Vice-President) and Miss Handfield ^vere "on t
side of the angels" as the Par son Anderson and his « ife Judith.
Members of the Masque
First row: R. Cavanaugh, M. McCann, E. Stein, H. de Luca, J.
Vallely. Second row: V. McCrane, C. Feeney, E. Saeger, C. Bradley,
J. Brown, R. Coulson, J. McCrane. Thiril row: J. Carney, R. Boyle,
D. McGuigan, J. Rothwell, E. Reading, G. Loesch, W. McCaffrey,
J. Voss.
'ith any sliow, the Masque's work on t]
cd long before the performance with
Handficld (performance coach), Mr.
(President) and R. Cavanaugh (Sec
than 120 hopeful singers and actors.
production of "Oklahoma"
editions. Late in February,
)an Rodden (director), Ed
ctary) started listening to
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Members of the Caisson Club
First row: F. Leinhauser, J. Walsh, T. Moran, V. Hoepfl, J.
Berner, F. Jarecki, Captain Pierce, Moderator; J. Kean, W. Comer,
J. Fardy, W. Weber, M. Grassmcader, C. Boitz, A. Spodobalsky.
Second rotv: H. Davis, E. Gehring, J. Ginhardt, G. Johnson, J.
Rose, V. Johanson, H. Furgsh, J. Dunphy, J. Serratore, J. Nark,
G. Pascuzzi, H. Touni, E. Sullivan, F. Gallagher, J. Goworski,
K. Makowski, J. Kuhn, H. Keilman, J. McGinn, J. McQuee, J.
Larkin, A. Alfano. Thiril row: L. Shanley, J. Garvin, R, Braue,
G. Schneider, J. Martin, J. Scanlin, L. Gartr, J. Hall, H, Wall,
P. Dicsenbruch, R. Morro, E. Lutz, J. Lynch, R. Boyd, H.
McLaughlin.
The CliIssoii Club, .in org.inization sponsored by the Re-
serve Officers tr.iining Corps, h.is for its purposes the m.iin-
tain.ance of li high standard of miUt.u'y educ.ition and the
encouragement of essenti.il qualities necessary for a good,
efficient officer. The club sponsors the annual Military Ball
and other social and business functions for the members of
the R.O.T.C.
Caisson Club
The highlight of the pre-Christmas season is the annual Military
Ball, sponsored by the La Salle Caisson Club. This affair, which
always draws a large crowd, helps to support the other
activities of the Club.
The Reserve Officers Training Corps at La Salle has as its function
the production of officers for the Organized Reserve. During the
first two years the R.O.T.C. is compulsory to all able bodied, non-
veteran students. The last two years are voluntary but acceptance
into the Advanced Course depends upon a selective process of physical
and mental examinations. Six weeks at Fort Sill, for artillery train-
ing is required between a candidate's Junior and Senior years. Upon
graduation the cadet receives a Second Lieutenants' Commission in the
Organized Reserve.
Beside its regular cadet functions the R.O.T.C. also sponsors the
Caisson Club, the Drill Team and the R.O.T.C. Band. All of these
functions can be participated in by basic as well as advanced Cadets.
ROTC training is one of the majt
in the army. The men who condu
portant part in the defense of our
sources of ofHcer material
these courses play an im-
luntry.
(x
Distinguished military students salute the inspecting team be-
fore
view. Beci
counterpar
records of
ing to do s
ig their medals of achievement at the Annual Re
ise of the intense interest of the students and their
in previous years, LaSallc's ROTC has obtained
itcellence and displays every indication of continu-
Dress right, dress!! Senior officers, Harold Davis, Jack
Berner, Gerry Kneipp, Lou Gartz, and Tom Shanley, ready
themselves for inspection during the ROTC Annual Re-
view. No demerits here, but there will be in the back-
ground.
iCWw^*
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The band and drill team beside their Corps' functions also
participate in outside affairs and competition. The drill team
maintains a schedule of intercollegiate drill matches with area
Colleges.
The Band which led the St. Patrick's Day Parade, also plays
at the Spring Military Review and the St. Barbara's Day Parade.
The Corps' public appearances as a body consist of the Spring
Military Review during which officers from the Second Army
come to La Salle to appraise the achievements of the unit. It
is open to the families of the Cadets and to the public. On
December 4, the R.O.T.C. celebrates the feast of its patron,
St. Barbara, with a parade to Holy Child Church. Once there,
a Mass is offered in her honor.
The whitc-helmeted R.O.T.C. band members step out at the anr
Spring Review. In command is Cadet Officer Robert Romano, i
is a four-year member of the band.
srac"
The occasion of St. B.irbar.i's
Feast Day is marked by a parade
to Holy Child Church where Ma
is held.
The R.O.T.C. drill team pr
for the Annual St. Patrick's Day
Parade, which it had the honor
of leading.
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Hank Darragh and John Burke disci
situation in the training room. Hank
the basketball team while John is th
crew.
the equipment Hank and John are sh
he manager of report of a basketball
anager of the an integral part of th
Praefectus Club
Hofn
Salle
The purpose of the Pr.iefectus Club is to bring recognition to
the men who serve the college as student managers and to raise the
efficiency of the student managers to as high a degree as is possible
through the mutual exchange of ideas.
Membership is restricted to the members of the Junior and Senior
Classes, who have spent one year in active apprenticeships. Each
member receives a Blue Blazer coat with club emblem, from the
moderator, James Henry, Director of Athletics.
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unior
Gerry Bov
the 20 mil
leads a field of strong contenders to break
e mile during the Junior Week Track Meet.
Benny Bengough receives a trophy for his tremendous Miss Joanne Sturz, guest of Bill Comer, and Miss Joan Cogan, guest of Bob Ganter,
soft ball heave. His total distance, 2' 5' to be having a fine time at the Junior Pr
J^ i
The comedian at the Junior Prom seems to have left Bob Ro
What a stone-faced band!
Bernie Rinehardt unwinds to release a soft ball dur-
un-humorcd. ing the Junior Week Track Meet. Bernie was nosed
out by baseballer Benny Bengough.
A sound which has for some I
ears of La Salle students is the
No. 26 streetcar. The trolley lii
by buses is a memory. Here the last trolley
is photographed from the front of the Libra
o^v been lost to the
ing rumblings of the
ch has been replaced
The Campus Store, the general emporium of La Salle College, is
the scene of some price haggling between Don Mundt and Joe
McCauley behind the counter, and "Cholly" McGee and Andy
Lawless in front.
Fred Latchet sets the alarm to awake all the midday snoozers at the
change of class. Fred also administers the lost and found department,
as well as supplying ties for those who have to go to the Vice President's
Office.
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"Let's get that boy on the team,"
looks approvingly at Ernie Gash's
the hoop. This year's annual fa
underdog Senior Class, 23-22.
ays Jim Pollard as he
shot falling through ,^
ce was won by the «»-^
X
\ \
Capt. E. H. Utley, U.S.M.C. (extreme left) and 1st Lt. D. W. Darby, Jr. (extreme right),
are shown with a group of La Salle students at Quantico, Va., Marine training base for future
officers. Students are: R. Graham, T. McLaughlin, R. Rumer, J. Lavin, J. McWiUiams, E. Corley.
First row: F. Leinhauser
V. Patacio. Third row:
P. O'Neill, G. Loesch, J.
Members of the Germa 1 Club
W. Webb, J. Veen. Second ro i'.- A. Man n, B. Blumenthal, A. Ro
. Vacara, D. Chipley, F. Devim, G. Mai ine. Fourth row: D. Sp
ossert. Fifth row: A. Simmons J. Ponska, L. Rudninski, J. Risca.
"Mahlzeit!" or "Cc
started the stampede at th
expression on Art Roney's f;
d get it" was the exclamation that
lis affair. "Looks good, too," said the
he dug in.
Good food, ;
Bernie Blume
the table. Gu
n's delight, is the topic of this discussi<
ks real interested. See that golden nogen
's in it. Deutsches Bier? Naturlich!
Recently revived and already recognized as one of the most in-
fluencial organizations on campus, the German Club, through its
monthly meetings, activities, and projects, brings to life the customs
and traditions of the German speaking peoples. Outstanding events
this year included a Christmas Party, a Fruehline Fest, and an extra-
ordinarily successful German Cultural Program. Exchange letters,
securing subscriptions to German Newspapers, obtaining scholarship
information for German students are some of the many worthwhile
projects of the club.
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Members of Marketing Association
first row: E. Hcalcy, J. Gallagher, M. Purcell, J. Nark, W. Donahue, M. Pilla, J. Bengough, H.
Keilman, G. Lewis. Second roir: G. Sinclair, G. Dougherty, R. Rumer, J. Daly, W. McCormick,
W. Dandon, T. Cichaczewski, R. Dwyer, J. Atkins, E. Filiben. Third roiv: A. Connor, W. Lee, V.
Gavin, J. Berner, M, Dybicz, J. Bubeck, D. McMenamin, J. McQuee, J. Annas.
Officers of the Marketing Association John Nark, Andy
Duff, Bill Donahue, and Mike Pilla discuss the coming
social events with George (Gung Ho) Swoyer, moder-
ator. Wake up. Duff!
iuez {center) and Tom Smith (by window) seen
engrossed in the arms of Morpheus than in th(
:iples of Marketing. The lecture is given by Mr
The fostering of an interest in Marketing and the
promotion of high ethical standards within the field are
the central themes around which the Marketing Associa-
tion is built. Beside its business side which included
speakers and forums, the organization also has an Annual
Dinner to encourage friendship within its ranks. The
club is moderated by Mr. George Swoyer, chairman of
the Marketing fJcpartment, while the presidental reins
arc in the hands of Bill Donahue.
During our four years here .it L.i S.iUe the Student
Brothers have been an integral part of our curricular ac-
tivities. However, it has been very seldom that they have
joined us in our extra-curricular employments. This
absence might lead one to believe that their life was one
composed entirely of prayer and study. This is not the
esse at all. It is true that a Brother's life revolves around
the chapel and the study hall, but many hours arc pur-
posely set aside each week for other activities. These
activities are as varied as they are numerous. Some are
individual such as ceramics, painting, and wood carv-
ing. Others require the cooperation of a large group.
A college education requires a gre.-it deal
of study. For this reason the Brother's
study hall is one of the most popular
He
the Brothers gathe
next day's classes.
prepa
evening
for the
The Anselm Hall Glee Club, under the
direction of Brother Edmund Pius, is
shoTvn giving a concert to the Dominican
Sisters at Our Lady of Prouille Retreat
House. The occasional concerts which the
Brothers give are unanimously considered
highlights of the Glee Club's activities.
The various seasons of the year provide different outlets for the Student Brother's need for
recreation. During the summer months the swimming pool is always crowded. When winter
freezes over the pond the Brothers exchange swim trunks for warmer clothing, and with skates
on their feet set their minds on figure eight's.
It
;eramics is an absorbing interest for many
f the Brothers. Besides offering a means
f recreation, it is helpful for expressing
litiative and fostering artistic inclinations.
Iso a profitable way these Brothers
erve the entire community by popularizing
new name in American Ceramics —
Christian Brothers Ceramics."
The hit number of the Gilb
last year' s Spring Revue wa
which wa s rendered by Broth
Richard i 1 authentic Chinese
vdy Do,"
Among the latter the principle ones are: sports, dram-
atics, and music. The sports program includes organized
leagues in football, basketball, and Softball. The dramatic
club presents two or three full length shows each year.
They also arrange variety shows in which most of the
Brothers take part. The music department consists of
two bands and a twenty-five voice glee club, which
not only entertains the Brothers but also makes guest ap-
pearances at such places as St. Joseph's Hospital and The
Dominican Retreat House. Through these various ac-
tivities the abilities and interests of all the Brothers find
an outlet.
,s a fugue for
cters, each of whom is sure that
Brothers Thomas, Richard, and
illent bookies.
Wm^
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The String Band gets together for an informal session
on the sun deck at Ocean Rest. These sessions are usually
planned as an hour's practice, but once the musicians
are at it, they generally spend the -whole of a morning
or afternoon combining melody-making and sun.
Nothing can surpass the excellence of a few sets of volley
ball as a preparation for bucking the -waves. The beach
is a convenient court, and w^ith the teams as large as ten
and up, the games get as active as Olympic matches.
m^'L
The most popular pastime of the
Brothers during their two--wcek
vacation at Ocean City is bath-
ing in the surf. Here Brothers
Bcrnardinc, Edmund, Leonard
and Raymond soak themselves in
the September sun and surf.
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EVENING DIVISION
i:
—*iii
in the Evening
directed our efforts in the Fields of Business, Chem-
istr)^ and Electronic Physics. We also have had the
opportunity of broadening our cultural and social
interests. Our responsibility to our fellow men has
been given a deeper meaning. The purpose of life
has been made clear to us.
We are greatly indebted to a devoted Faculty
which has given so much time aiid eft'ort on our
behalf.
Electronic Physics
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The picture on the left finds Brother G.
Paul, Dean of the Evening Division, and
his assistant, Mr. Charles Perkins, discuss-
ing a proposed announcement to the Eve-
ning Division Students.
We shall always remember with apprecia-
tion the counsel and advice that we re-
ceived from Brother Paul and his staff.
m
Dean of the Evening Division
clou; students review the a. from the Dean's offic
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS SOCIETY
In the past year, with Mr. Halpin as Faculty
Moderator and George Altmeier, '57, President,
the Industrial Relations Society kept abreast
of the new ideas and problems in Industrial
Relations. The Society devoted most of its
meetings to guest speakers of Management and
Labor who were experts in their field.
A combined meeting of the Industrial Relations
Society and the Society for the Advancement
of Management listen to a panel of Management
and Labor representatives debate on the Guar-
anteed Annual Wage.
SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OF MANAGEMENT
Pictured here are members of the Society for
the Advancement of Management. Under the
guidance of Mr. George Fellmclh, Faculty Mod-
erator, and Al Barringer, President, this organi-
zation completed one of its most successful
years. In addition to the many plant tours of
large industrial organizations, the society had
many management experts speak at the monthly
meetings. The society's social season was high-
lighted by the annual dinner which was attend-
ed by all the members.
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THE MARKETING ASSOCIATION
The primary purpose of the Marketing Association is to give the students who arc interest*
in this field an opportunity to acquire first-hand knowledge of the trends in Sales, Advcrtisii
and Marketing Research techniques. The association's President, Bill Trenwith, '57, in the la
year invited many experts in the Sales Promotion field to discuss their activities with the mer
bers of his association.
Bill Trenwith, President of the
Marketing Association, addresses
the members of the association.
Created to keep the
association this year
Government Account
kept the students ab
THE ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION
lents in touch with the old and new principles of Accounting, th.
ed out that purpose by inviting various experts in Cost, Publ
:o addrcsf the association. Mr. Joseph Markman, Faculty Moderato
of the opportunities available in Accounting. The association's soci;
nd
highlighted by the Annual Dinner Dance held for the and their escorts.
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THE SCIENCE CLUB
One of the newer organizations on
the campus, the Science Club in the
past year grew both in membership
and activity. Composed of Physics and
Chemistry majors, the club had many
informative talks from speakers in
the fields of Chemistry and Physics.
Motion picture films on experimen-
tation were shown, and literature
was made available to the men in
order that they would be more fully
aware of research within the Physics
and Chemistry industry.
MALVERN RETREAT
As in past years. Evening Division Students put aside their work and studies and spent a weekend
at Malvern. Held in the latter part of January, the rereat gave the students time to reflect on
the past year and place their spiritual lives in the right direction.
EVENING DIVISION COLLEGIAN STAFF
Se<ltc;l: M. Conw.iy, L. Potcn/.i. W. Sti.Uon. S/,i .,.//./ .v: J. Smith, R. Kc-lly, E. Ynrp.
EVENING DIVISION EXPLORER STAFF
E. Yarp, J. Keating, C. Boyle, F. Gallagher.
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Senior Class Officers pictured- above left to right: Bill Dierkes, Vice President; George Chrlstede
Treasurer; Dan McGonigle, President; Connie Boyle, Secretary.
Senior Class Officers and Representatives
Senior Rcprctcntativci pictured above, left to ri>;ht
—
First Charles McAlpin, I'ran McMenamin, To
row: Walt Lance, Hank Zakrj;cw«ki, Walt Uckroth, Frank ent at time of pliolo«raph were rcpresej
Gallagher. Secoml row: Joe Ca»»idy, Bol> Kelly, Bill Trenwith, Richard Lanj;an.
Anthony Kcbccca, Anthony Barbonc, Thiril row: Joe Keating,
Not pres-
Srnitli and
Halligan seems to be guilty of chi-
canery, at least from the expression;
registered.
The purpose of the Senior Stag Night is an evening
devoted to fun, and this year the senior class ful-
filled that intention wholeheartedly. The principle
attraction seemed to be the card games, during which
many a classroom experience was recalled.
McGill makes like a Mi
t'ween his teeth while he
ith the cigar clenched be-
ext move of his opponents.
[
A formal pose is struck while Rebecca,
Fonash, Carroll, and Doughty say
CHEESE for the photographer.
lastV
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Five of the senior class contemplate the stack
of chips on the table and wonder who will walk
home the winner.
Looks of mixed emotion are prevalent on the
faces of the seniors at this table as Bob Kelly
prepares to play his card.
Dan McGonigle (extreme right) gestures in dismay as the faculty
is about to make a basket.
i^r^
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STUDENT CONGRESS
Left to right: Bill Hollister,
Treasurer; Jack Flynn, Secre-
tary; Lou Potcnza, Vice Pres-
ident, and Walt Lance, '57,
President. These hard-working
men provided the leadership that
made the Student Congress the
successful organization that it is.
Ed Doughe
poses ;
proble
ailed upo
ught in a scrlo
tion to meet oi
; during the ye
isolve.
vhile he F
multitude
lich Cong.
Boylc, Connie Boyle, and Bill Layborn 1
hair clears up a point which h ght the
The Policy Committee discusses
one of the complaints brought to
its attention by a member of the
Student Congress. If the com-
plaint is justified, it is the duty
of this committee to rectify the
contents of the complaint. The
committee is comprised of Connie
Boylc, Bill Higgenbothan, and
Bill flollistcr, Chairman.
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The F.iU Frolic Dance is sponsored by the Student Con-
gress for the purpose of giving new and old students a chance
to get acquainted with one another, and it enables the new
freshmen to see what a good social program that the Evening
Division has for its students.
Chairman of the Fall Frolic Dance Committee, Bill Hollister, stands
by the microphone ready to announce the lucky number for the
door prize.
Some of the couples sit this danc
do a new dance step.
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Jim Smith, Chairman of the Winter Dance, (center) and members of
his committee are all smiles after witnessing the success of the dance.
On January 18, 1957, the Bc-llevuc Stratford Hotel
was the scene of the Evening Division's Eighth An-
nual Winter Dance. This dance was the highlight of
the social events for the fall term. This years dance
was the most successful affair of its kind held by
the Evening Division. Three hundred happy couples
danced to the music of Dave Stephens and his or-
chestra until the small hours of the morning. It was
a night that will be long remembered as a wonderful
time.

On April 7, 19 57, students and faculty members par-
ticipated in the Evening Division's Communion Break-
fast. The breakfast, which was preceeded by Mass and
Communion in the school auditorium, was held in the
college gym. Father Heath, College Chaplain was the
celebrant of the Mass. Mr. Lawrence Bowman of the
Faculty acted as toastmaster at the Breakfast. The guest
speaker was Father Dennis J. Comey, S.J., of St. Joseph
College.
I
A general view of the breakfast which was held in the school gym after the M;
Here is a view of the students participating in the Dialogue
Mass which was celebrated by Father Heath.
Father Dennis J. Comey, S.J., principal
speaker at the Commu
Father Dennis J. Comey, Director of The Institute of
Industrial Relations at St. Joseph's College and arbitrator
of Labor Management disputes, particularly as permanent
arbitrator for the Port of Philadelphia, expounded the
need for Christian Ethics in Industrial Relations.
Members of th
Boyle to ha
Mr. Lawrence BoTvman acted
Communion Breakfast.
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la ^alle College
To al! to whom fchese presents corne, GREETINGS:
Be ft known that
Claine 01- ^mitf)
has loyally and loving'r accepted the corsdibions essentia! to c
has patiently borna with her sf)Oi;se in the pursuit of his hij^.r-
the television volurne so .-hat he- .-night better concentraie en ' ;
the budget, putting the dog in the basement, entertaining the
sessions, arranging h:5 tsxtbooks and briefciise in anticipation
and intuitively providinLj spiritual encouragement, thereby fuifiil
him Through,
ng
juqal sn6 coHegiate helpfulness in that she
>:iucation; typing his term papers, nnonitoring
=.cudies, keeping the children quiet, balancing
ests, preparing the coffee for midnight cram
f a Dagwood departure to school or office,
the requirements for the degree, Putting
entitling he
Year of Ou
to a!
Lord
»c
the rights and emouluments accruing thereunto. Given on this third day of June in the
1956, In witness whereof we hereby affix our names.
UA
Father Heath presents
to one of the wives.
PH.T. dogr )0 Proudly We Hail
. . . the wives who have aided the married Seniors in achieving a
College Education. The above degree is awarded to the wives of
the graduating seniors by the Family Forum which sponsors lectures
for the benefit of married couples of the Student Body, The lectures
aid in overcoming problems which conflict with Christian Family Life.
I^ij
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Mr. James J. Henry, Director of Athletics
The Director of Athletics at LaSalle College for the past 22 years
has been Mr. James J. Henry. This position is one he fills capably
in addition to that of teacher. The Director of Athletics holds a
most responsible position, and Mr. Henry has realized the implications
of such a post because of his past experience as coach of various
athletic teams. Under his direction LaSalle has risen to a position
of athletic prominence because of his careful management and intel-
Ugent foresight.
Sports at La Salle College in the 1956-57 season occupied a
large part of student activities. The Administration has long re-
cognized the value of team competition and the benefits that can
be gained for the competing students, the rest of the student body,
and the school name. It is generally the well-rounded student that
does well in both studies and athletics that gets the major rewards
from college life. This section is dedicated to those that have par-
ticipated in athletics at La Salle College and to the students that have
supported them.
•*-
\
The rewards of the season belong to coaches Wetzler, PoUard, Kirk, and Curran. These men
have brought the championships and winning teams to La Salle in our final season.
Trainer John Smith was always on hand to attend to the needs of the athletes.
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Although not boasting the records of old the 1956-57 cage team
did themselves well with a record of 17-9. It was Jim Pollard's second
year of coaching, it was the year of the fast start, the year of the
dreaded slow down, and the year of the winning finish. It wasn't
until the last three weeks of the season that the team came into its
own, but when they did they were the unchallenged champs hereabouts.
Finding winning form in the Temple game the Explorers then sprung
to a seven game win streak to close out the campaign. Senior stars
Wally Fredricks and Al Lewis did much in the way of lending success
to the season. With Wally showing the way off the boards with
226 rebounds, and Al Lewis leading the club with a 17.2 scoring
average these men can well be placed alongside the stars of days
gone by. Undergraduates who lent a more than adequate hand to the
goings on at the Palestra and elsewhere included Tom Garberina, who
hit for better than 5 per cent of his field goal attempts; Ed Givinish,
who was outstanding in his appearances before he fractured his arm;
and Charles Eltringham whose hustle provided the spark for many
victories.
Two examples of the school spirit engendered by La Salle's
hustling basketball team are the Explorer and the window
space given by the campus bookstore to honor the team.
Junior Tom Beckett was seen at the City Scries games
as the Fighting Explorer.
The La Salle fans question the ability of the New York
sports writers in selecting the Philadelphia repr
for the N. I. T. The signs created quite a st
Palestra on the night of the Villanova City Se
La Salle received the chance to play St. Joseph's
avenge their loss as a result of the stir.
Prior to the opening of the basketball season the local sports writers dismissed La
Salle as a team with some potential and little color. They said the team lacked both
experience and leadership. This situation called for two remedies: one was a coach
who possessed the ability of drawing that extra something from his players which is
the difference between victory and defeat; the other was the type of personnel who were
wilhng to give unselfishly of themselves and to the team.
As we all know, the result was the most spirited Explorer team in years and one of
which the entire college is justly proud.
Charhe Eltringham and Bill Katheder have
the si tuatior well in hand in the 61-53
win o I'er a scrappy Millersville five.
was probably the best game of
er, Wally Fredricks takes a re-
n the 83-78 victory over North
State.
Flying high in the well deserved
tory over the Bradley Braves,
shows the way "with two points.
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Bill Katheder stretches high above the
field for one of his patented jump
shots in the 74-58 loss to Cincinnati.
The Explorers faced St. Joe's twice
during the campaign. While the first
game is best forgotten, Tom Garber-
ina made room for victory in the
second.
A real hustler in a substitute role
during the season Bill Lavery shows
all-out effort in the 82-72 topping
of Seton Hall.
Coach Jim Pollard takes time out for a shot with the Explorers basketeers. Pictured in the front
row are Al Lewis, Tom Garberina, Bill McGonigal, Bill Katheder, Charlie Eltringham, and Wally
Fredricks. The middle row includes reserves, Wally Shields, Buddy Kline, Al Ferner, Jack Rowan,
Bill Lavery, and Ed Givnish. The top row includes trainer Joe Smith, manager Hank Darragh,
Joe Kennedy, and coach Jim Pollard. Only Al Lewis and Wally Fredricks, co-captains of the
1956-57 team will not be around next fall. Joe Smith, former head of the Philadelphia Depart-
ment of recreation, succeeded Mario Vetere as trainer.
when the battered Explorers lost their sixth game in eight
starts to Seton Hall at the Palestra on the second Saturday
of February everybody hollered collapse and the white towels
went up all over the place. The squad was hurting and
Alonzo Lewis was sitting on the bench, and the Temple Owls
were next in line to jump on the tall La Salles.
But this time Goliath had the slingshot. The former Darby
High star got up and came in shooting, matched the great
Guy Rodgers play for play, and guided his team into a winning
streak that was still alive when he put his sneakers and trunks
away for the last time.
Wally Fredricks displays th(
banana off the boards.
as Wally puts it to Muhl
Bob Keuhn (16) and John Brady get a lesson in technique
the Darby Leape 's 31,
mid t of a
84-66.
se .-en game
This was two of
and kept the Explorers rolling in the
'inning streak. Final count on this one
These Explorers were a team of shooters. They outfired opposition
4.16 to 3.62. But, had it not been for Wally Fredricks, the advantage
so gained might have been cancelled; enemy clubs would have all
but taken the backboards down and carried them home.
Wally was the guy they looked to when it got tough underneath.
The victory over the giants of North Carolina State was his, and his
work in the Orange Bowl Tournament shook the ivy in Miami's sun-
tanned towers.
He took over for Ed Givnish in a losing cause, and teamed up
with Lewis to hold off the early stages of the Hawks' rush. St. Joe's
was unable to move until both were hustled to the bench with five
personals.
These Explorers were shooters, but Wally showed the way.
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There was more than a victory celebration following the upset win over the Temple Owls.
During the game Al Lewis scored his 1000 point as an Explorer. He thus became the fifth
player in La Salle history to do so. Al sparked the PoUardmen to the 63-61 comeback triumph
over the Owls with a contribution of 26 points.
H^Hl;
1
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The hustle was there in the
game but the shots just didn't seem to find
the range. Here Charlie Eltringham does
battle with Cincy's Charlie Dicrking and
Tom Hood, in the losing, 74-58, cause.
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rhore was pienty to ch eer ibout in tht s.o.iu
St. To eph' Rame, ar d the Explorer bcndl ^^ I
right with it. .Ta k Rowan Don Cl. nn.ngham
Buddy Kli le, Bill McG jniga 1, Bill L ivery, anc
Coach Pollard let it b£ kn 3wn that they lik
what they see.
The most impressive triumph ii
o£ the season was the 81-72
hattan. Al Ferner and Co. hit fo
of their shots while holding the Ja
season's low of 34 percent.
first gl.,nce it ,jrould appear as if there is
oose ball in the lir. He wever, it was only a
s from Al Fer ler to Bill Katheder. The
hmond team als fell to the short end of
60-52 score.
Dur ng the m the Pollardme 1 r in nto
Seton Hall t pvice On the first ccasion in the
succ Essful swing to Florid a dur.ng the Christ
mas holidays th . Explor ;rs pr 2va led, 82 72
The Pirates took the second CO ites t, 70-61

m^^-
Villanova's J. Kelly jv St doe n't give a hoot anymore
and Kenny Harrison ru ns the ivrong way as Bill Katheder
fires in two more. Bones' ope rations ran the 'Cats up a
tree, and hustled the Explor ers through their regular
season finale into a fit St plac e tie.
Black Wednesday at the Palestra and Ed Givnish
play. The Big Guy goes up fast and comes down
on that extended left arm Dan Dougherty s the ob
and ref Johnny Stevens counts the Explorers out
Hawks rallied to
St. Joseph's came off the ropes and clobbered the Explorers one
cold evening in January, and it was a devastating blow. It left
Tommy Garberina writhing with a set of lacerated ribs, and Ed
Givnish never got off the floor.
Three-wheeled prophets smiled a little grimly and pointed to
pre-season predictions. It had to be a fight between Temple and
the Hawks. But Pollard's People staggered past a notoriously
inept band of Quakers, picked up the pieces and hit the Owls
over the head with them. That was the night Al Ferner walked
on stage, and Al Lewis became the fith all-time Explorer to tally
1000 points.
The Explorers moved against Villanova like a barrel going
downhill, with Bill Katheder tacking a 75-61 count on the score-
board. That tied the City Series into a three way unbreakable
headlock.
Alonzo Lewis and Wally Fredricks closed out their careers on
Good Will Night with plenty of help from Pud Eltringham.
They beat St. Joe's in an exhibition game. It was a little late.
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Bill Lavery does some levitation for a crowd of
interested lookers-on, including Penn's Mangan
(19) and Kelso (7), Alonzo Lewis (far left)
and Al Ferner. The Quakers went down, 84-7 3,
endowing the La Salles with their first City
Series victory.
Kurt Engelbert tries to pull down Al Ferner,
who sails neatly through in the second St.
Joseph's game. Al Juliana watches. Ferner
missed the shot, but followed it up himself.
The Explorers won, 61-57.
Charley Eltringham t.ikc. it off the Owls. Tem-
ple people arc Bird, Rodgcrs, and Franklin, and
the worried look on Obic's face got a lot worse.
Pud added 17 rebounds to this one, chucked
in 1 3 points.
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The phenomenal freshmen caused tongues to "wag when they
rode roughshod over the opposition 14 times in 15 games.
Their only loss was to Muhlenberg, but vengeance was quickly
achieved in a return game with an impressive victory.
Front mv: H. Brolly, G. McHenry, J. McKeaney, J. O'Reilly.
Middle row: R. Cullen, J. Heycr, R. Bantivoglio, J. Dunn,
T. Powell, C. Silvotti. Tof row: F. O'Hara (Coach), A. Taylor,
R. Alden, R. Massini, B. Kerecz, J. Smith (Trainer).
Maybe we're off the gold standard!
Freshman basketball is an important instrument to every school
that 'svishes to maintain a respectable position during future inter-
collegiate competition. And it is with pride that we salute the
La Salle College Freshman Basketball team this year. Because
they have shown rather convincingly that they possess the ability
to carry the Blue and Gold colors to much future glory and
recognition. Under the level-headed tutelage of Frank "Wacky"
O'Hara, the yearling basketeers have matured and gained poise
during the past season in an admirable fashion.
A hard eo rned basket for gritty Hugh Brolly.
This goal was only one of the many sunk by
the fledgli ng Explorers in resounding atonement
for previous embarrassment caused by the
Mules.
Bob Aldcn sinks an easy "duck" against Millers-
ville. Bob's maneuverability around the basket
enables him to spring loose for many such .goals.
Another Frosh ace, Ralph Bantavoglio, gets set
for a possible rebound.
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".
. . It's not whether you win or lose, but how you
played the game." These words of the sports sage,
Grantland Rice, are quite fitting for La Salle's soccer
team. The Blue and Gold hooters didn't do much win-
ning, but they did a heap of good playing. Plagued in
pre-season training by bad weather and hampered during
the season by injuries, the squad met such noteworthy
opponents as West Chester, Temple, Lafayette and
Haverford. Time after time Joe Smith's charges took
the field as the underdog, but never w.iivered
back on the season there are no b
"better luck next time."
. Looking
apes, just a
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tossed. Hei
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Co-Capta ns Bob
vith Gla
ns when the
Rumer and
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"Murph"
Members of the La Salle College Soccer Team: G. Eliaszewski,
A. Harilywn, K. Gallagher, J. Nolan, J. Smith, Coach;
R. Graham, V. Szymkowski, J. McCauley (on Szymkowski's
shoulders), J. Kozak, T. Beckett, R. Allig, V. Lyzianskl,
R. Rumer, D. Mundt, E. Suez, R. McLcrnan, P. Kennedy.
(Not sli own, Ted Kamish and Jack Galloway.)
Despite the Explorers' unimpressive showing, spirit al
high on the team, and no game was coiiceded befo
played.
/Si"
t
Joe McCnulcy cicnrs the ball while on the ground.
Ted Kamish,
Ed Suez, Ron AlUg and "Murph" Szymkowsid come to his assistance.
The Explorers dropped the match, 4-2.
Ken Gallagher and Adrian Harilywn cha
down on a free ball along with a Glassb
halfback. La Salle's moxie and speed were
much for the inexperienced Glassboro t(
which succumbed to La Salle, 1-0.
"What happened to the ball?" says the high
hurdling Textile lineman. "Murph" Szymkowski,
ho actually is jumping, h eads
ay of the score-minded We
acks up "Murph's" play.
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Finiihing their collegiate
Ifi^m.
Xm
Ed Suez, Jack Gallow.iy, Vine
Szymkowfki, Bob Rumcr and Joe McCauley. All five are three yeai
vctcranJ. By the way, Jack Galloway is not suffering from gas pains, he
i% linging (?).
The educated toe of Co-Captain Bob Rumer is
about to give that ball a long ride. Despite a
badly injured ankle. Bob starred in this match
against Muhlenberg, which the Explorers won,
4-3.
"Pardon my foot," says Jerry Kozak, as he
thwarts the scoring dreams of an ambitious
Glassboro player. Kozak, who is only a sopho-
more, was a thorn in the side of all La Salle's
opposition.
*>'*
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Coach I
Kohler,
factor i:
Members of La Salle's ]
Team. Top roiv: L. B(
T. Devlin, J. DiLascio,
C. Walters, R. Flynn,
Bottom row: J. Lavii
E. Sharp.
I'ith sprinters Gash,
Joe's evaluation of
ddle Atlantic Championship S
ger, manager; M. Sukalski, W. Herr,
r. McLaughlin. Middle roiu: E. Gash,
. Kohler, C. Keller, Joe Kirk, coach.
D. Schmidt, J. Sheehan, J. Devlin,
IP ^ '^M,
LI|^,.fM|\^«- .^«^,>^«
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The Explorer swimming team continued its winning
ways for the third straight year during 1957 by extending
its undefeated streak to thirty-four meets. The 195 6
MetropoUtan Champions notched dual meet victories
against such teams as Villanova, Seton Hall, Lafayette,
West Chester, Penn, Stroudsburg, and six others. At the
season's end, the tankmen traveled to Lancaster to meet
eleven other Middle Atlantic teams for the Conference
championship. After a number of anxious moments oc-
casioned by West Chester, Rutgers, and Bucknell, the
La Salle freestyle relay team captured first in the final
event, and the Explorers emerged the new M.A.C.
Champs.
Five seniors were included on Coach Joe Kirk's well
balanced team: Ernie Gash, freestyle sprints; Terry Mc-
Laughlin, backstroke and breaststroke; Tim Devlin, dis-
tance freestyle; Chip DiLascio, butterfly and breaststroke;
and Cal Walters, butterfly.
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The medley relay team o£ Jack Devlin, backstroke; Do
Schmidt, breaststroke; Chip DiLascio, butterfly; an
Gene Sharp, freestyle, is shown before the start of a rac
Aft
nly triple
langed to the bu
steady entry in t
;t P.M.C. kept hi
tyle
erfly and breaststrok
ISO races. Only a disqualifi
from becoming the seasc
This quartet ensures La Sailers dominance in the freestyle
events for at least one more year. Charlie Keller, Ail-
American Jim Sheehan, Jcc Lavin, and Buzz Kohler, all
juniors, can account for over thirty points without any
help; only 44 are needed to win. When the team was
badly in need of a butterfly man, Sheehan sacrificed his
national prominence in the freestyle events to train for
that grueling race. This switch enabled the squad to
Referee Gotwalt watches closely as SchmlJt
touches and Sukalski takes off. Herr, wait, .1.4
his turn, Borger, and Keller seem confident,
but Kirk is glum, as usual. Al Lee and Ernie
Gash discuss fingers. McLaughlin seems too tired
to care about anything.
Joe Lavin and Tim Devlin are shown finishing first
and second in the 440 yard freestyle. Lavin looks
sleepy while Tim is still fighting to catch up. Joe
has racked up the fastest distance times seen at
La Sa nt yea
take eff in the 200 yard backstroke. Terry ha
ast three years. His specialities are backstroke
He exerted a tremendous demoralizing fo:
been one of the Explorers'
,nd breaststroke, but he is
opponents by consistently
The Explorer varsity eight (fore-
ground) churns toward the finish line
of the mile and five-sixteenths Schuyl-
kill River course one and one half
seconds ahead of Rollins College to
regain the Dad Vail Title.
at of the last four months is represented by the Varsity Dad Vail
Trophy and the Freshman Brett Cup. The Dad Vail Trophy has been
by La Salle four times ('51, '52, '53, '56).
COLLEG
CREW—the up and coming sport at La Salle!
In the past four years, the strongbacks have left
behind them many miles of sweat and toil which have
surely paid off in victories. In '54, the crew, handicapped
by the loss of key seniors, failed to make a showing.
The '5 5 varsity rose to third place among its opponents.
The Dad Vail Championship for small college crews
was taken by the '56 varsity when they defeated ten
other crews in what was one of the best races on the
Schuylkill that year. La Salle, coming from behind, beat
Rollins College for the title by half a length. The
crowd went wild, (so did the coach). Give Coach
"Bear" Curran an outboard, a megaphone, and eight men,
and he's sure to come up with a winning combination.
Both "Bear" and the crew feci sure that they will retain
the title this season. There is a bright future ahead for
La Salle's oarsmen, and the day is not far off when we
will sec the sweepsters in the big leagues.
Bob Morrow if telling Coach Cur-
ran he would much rather pose
for picture! than row at six
o'clock in the mornin;;.
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The Freshman contingent of the Schuylkill Navy
enjoys another afternoon on the river. They are;
bow, E. Lucas; T. Peters, W. Heffer, P. Murray,
H. Baierdoffer, B. Sutter, H. Todd, T. Henry,
stroke: and T. Madden,
These gents are the core of Bear Curran
The seating is shifted many times during the
season but you vi-ill always find G. Maketa,
V. Szymkowski, F. McCloskey, J. Dever and
T. Loschiavo (coxswain) in there pulling.
Very serious business is the strategy that is
planned before each race. The Junior Varsity
is being told how to row against Rutgers, a
crew that is not conditioned for the Henley
distance (1 5/16).

mmi
Oh! What a beautiful morning hum:
T. Loschiavo, J. Dever, B. Morrow,
J. Hefferman, F. McClosky, V. Szym-
kowski, G. Maketa, R. Boyd, J. Gallo-
way. The coach is making sure with
double practices that his boys are in
shape for Rutgers, Dartmouth and
Rollins of the sunny south.
Unseen and unheard of Junior coach
(except to his freshmen) is John
McHugh. John is a fundamentalist and
a master of precision rowing. The
nbining sire and p
sion, intend to show it against such
crews as Navy Plebes, Columbia and
Dartmouth.
A determined L.\ S.dle nine opens its 19 57 b.iscb.ill season
April 3 at Haverford College with high hopes of improving
their disappointing 8-8 1956 record.
"If our pitching comes through," says coach Frank Hoerst,
"the ckib should be better than last year." The seasoned
La Salle mentor is minus six of his 195 6 regulars, including
Hank DeVincent, hard-hitting left fielder who hit .291 in
the Cincinnati Redlegs farm system after graduation last
year.
Twelve returning lettcrmen, however, brighten the Ex-
plorer hopes of capturing a NCAA berth to the national
baseball tournament, an honor for which they were conceded
the best chances of obtaining last year.
Hank D.arragh became the center of attraction when th(
E.vplorers' lead began to dwindle and everyone was intcrestec
in just how much the Fords had picked up.
Frank Hoerst is worried about the way Elmer Lingo, hi;
middle innings pitcher, is being hit.
that has promised to better last year's Filliben. Sl'couiI row: J. Sheeha n, E. Lingo, T. Maddon, B
d. In this lineup are twelve returning Rumer, V. Valecce, C. Silvotti, Ba tboy. Third r 7!C ; T. Schemely
gained the experience for the job. The D. Zelinski, E. Czerniakowski, E. Guachc r, F. Finnegan
.- H. Darragh, Manager; C. McGee, B. B. Rearden.
St, Coach; M. Schlactcr, B. Mullin, E.
1^^
Tom Madden, Bill Mullin, Bob Ru
Elmer Lingo show their winning form
and Mullin displayed control and speed
La Salle to a 10-7 verdict over Hav
Ed Czerniakowski, captain, is about to hil
the longest disputed fouls that these fans h
seen. After the next pitch quite a discus;
t^ ., centered around home plate questioning the
^|WJ eyesight.
I Bobby Rumer, two year letter winner on the mound,
is expected to improve his 7-5 college record^ Coach
Hoerst is certain that the team's destiny s dependent
upon Rumer's and Madden's performance this season.
The nucleus of last yeni-'s infield is b.ick with junior Bernie
Spearman at second base and Ed Filliben at shortstop. Returning
service veteran, Vince Valleci, is expected to fill the hot corner
slot vacated by Joe Toth and hard-hitting Jerry Sheehan will
cover the initial sack and doiible with Ed Czerniakowski behind
the plate.
Hoerst is depending on Mike Schlacter, Don Zelinski and two-
year veteran, Frank Finnegan, to supply the power from the
outfield.
Bob Rumer, last year's mound ace, and Tom Madden figure to
carry the bulk of the pitching chores, with aid from Bill Mullen
and Elmer Lingo, of last year's fledgling squad.
The Hoerstmen will be faced with a tough schedule that
will include such heralded teams as: West Chester, a perennial
power; Penn, with a veteran pitching staff; Villanova, with ex-
perienced sluggers; Muhlenberg; Temple; and St. Joseph's.
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Ed CzerniaUowski puts the handshake to
Jerry Sheenan after Sheenan put the wood
to Haverford in the third inning of the
season opener. Frank Finnegan Tvatches.
The Explorers had four -when the dust
settled, and rode it home, 10-7.
II #
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Frank Hoerst shows 'em how Phillies pitchers used to lay
them down. The bunt is almost a lost technique among the
hit-happy Explorers, and it might not be a rare thing to sit
through fifty innings of Hoerst rock-'em, sock-'em baseball
without seeing a trace of anything getting pushed down the
third base line except maybe the third baseman. Just the
same, the Coach likes to be prepared. Students are Frank
Finnegan, Bob Rumer, Ed Filiben, and Charlie McGee. The
glove at bottom is unidentified.
v^^'^'^V^v^^^'^^^'*^'^^^^^^
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Coach Frank Wetzler's cindermen had their golden
year in track in 1956 by winning the fifth MAC title
and placing third behind Manhatten and Villanova in
the ICAAAA's. Wetzler, on the basis of his reputation,
has been . offered and accepted a position to coach the
Austrian National track team for the summer of '57.
Another championship is expected this year with the
return of: Vic Gavin, captain, who set the Middle At-
lantic record for two years in a row in the low hurdles
and won the same event in the ICAAAA's; Ira Davis, our
Olympic contribution to the hop, step and jump, won
three crowns in the Middle Atlantic's, (the 100, 200-
tied the records, and broad jump) and was the high
scorer in the ICAAAA's with 11 points; Al Turner, who
ran fifth in the high hurdles in the ICAAAA's; Tony
Spodobolski, who finished second in the MAC 100 and
200 yard dashes; Jim McGinn, who placed third in the
100 and 200 in the MAC and Earl Eldridge, who placed
second in the 'A mile and ran first in the '74 mile of
the MAC's, only to be disqualified on a disputed technical
in the latter. With this group the capable Wetzler will
produce another winner.
I 18
^ Frank Wctzler keeps an eye on Philadelphia's Olympic package. Hop, step,^ and jump speci.-.list, Ira Davis, spent plenty of summer afternoons doing
1^ this, and the chips came in when he qualified for the Olympics at Melbourne.
Ira has given all the credit to Wetzlor for the way he progressed so rapidly
to become the country's number one man in this event.
J.m Elliots' Bragg causes confu-
sion at La Salle as the officials,
with the aid of buckets, raise the
bar to 15 feet 1 inch.
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Ira Davis displays the form that has made him a consistent winner
in the broad jump. The doubtful official eyes the take-off point
which Ira left 23 feet 1 inch behind in his win against St. Joseph's.
rm-up for the Middle Atlantic
md Field Championships, Ira
Tony Spodobolski and Jim
finish one, two, three. The
thinclads are pictured above
in the St. Joseph's meet and finished in
the same order which garnered the
L.S.C. tracksters the first three places
in the M.A.C. 100 yard dash.
Track
McG
Expl.
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Two of the hlghpoints of the M.A.C. championship track
team were Tony Spodolboski and Al Watson. Spodolboski,
a dependable veteran, kept turning in a great perform-
ance in the 100 and 220. AI Watson, a promising soph,
hopes to fill the winged shoes of Spodolboski.
fit
Vic Gavin snaps the tape to bring home La Salle's
first American championship in the 48 yard shuttle
relay at the Penn Relays in the time of 1:00.8.
Rounding out the championship quartet we:
Turner, Paul Mita and Mark Harmon.
Jim McGinn, a contributor to I.a S,.ll.-s mile relay team which turned in the second
bc.t performance in the CollcKC Class Mile Relay and the Middle Atlantic Conference
Track and Ticld Aiscciation One-Mile Relay Championships, shows grim determination
a> he complctct the broad jump in the Villanova meet. The Explorers' Middle Atlantic
Championt loftt to the llighly rated *Cats by a slim margin.
Members of the Racquet Club pause during
ictice with able Coach Art
Kneeling are Ed Gruber, Ralph
ind senior lettermen Matt Neale
ry Keneipp. Standing are veteran
McLennigan, Coach Condon and
Dave Lugo.
and Je
Tennis
With seventy per cent of the 1956 team returning to
the racket squad this season, Coach Art Condon finds himself
with a potentially strong club. Among the veterans to
return are Ed Gruber, Jerry Keneippe, Mat Neale, Jim Rose
and Tommy McLennigan. Promising young stars joining the
netmen for the '57 season are Dave Lugo and Ralph Perez.
Among this year's matches are ever-strong Haverford and
Swarthmore, and trips to Easton, Valley Forge, Reading and
the State of Delaware. This season's rugged five weeks
schedule expects to bear more fruit than the netmen's un-
blemished record of prior years. Future prospects for the
Condonites look brighter now than ever as many promising
freshmen and transfer students storm the courts with blazing
services and accurate placements. Their capabilities make
them fine replacements for seniors Kenieppe, Neale and Rose.
Aspirants for the up and coming tennis team
Barry and Tom Shaudis, who join in doubles to c
their opponents during a pre-season match.
'4M
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"We're going to be a lot stronger th.in List year and I'm
really enthused over this year's team" was Coach Robert
Courtney's statement. The reason he's enthused is because
returning lettermen Ed "The Unbeatable" Higgins, Joe Yam-
bor, and Dave Besselman will be ably backed up by three
very promising sophomores; Bob Rowland, Bob Davine, and
John Lavin. Coach Courtney feels that this year's team is
very well balanced and will win a good number of the
twelve matches scheduled for this year. We know they will!
Big Ed Higgins rolls one
seventeenth. Ed, La Salle's n
the past two seasons, is out
this year. Opponents beware
u
1 on Philmont's
iber one man for
the prowl again
Dave Besselman blast out of trap at Philmont
on way to victory o ver St. Joseph's Dave is
being counted on heavily by Coach Courtney
Joe Yambor displays form under the watch-
ful eyes of Coach Robert Courtney, Ed
MI^^M^ Higgins, and Dave Besselman. Next tom flH^^H Higgins, Joe was La Salle's best point getter
t 1
,
•'"•-
last year and is anxious to hit the links
Li'
again this year. He's one of the reasons
Coach Courtney is smiling.
I
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Varsity Rifle Team. Frout row:
Tom Kelly, Jack Mcllhenny, Captain
Fleck (Coach), Joe Martin, and George
Sinclair. Back row: Bill O'Rourke, Ed
Barley, Pete Fraley, Jim Burns and
Chuck Reich. (Missing, John Hedges
and Dave Campbell.)
Mp^
La Salle College has not one, but three rifle teams. The
Senior ROTC, College Varsity and Freshman. All three of
these squads have better sharpshooters than their season records
would indicate. Contrary to popular belief, firing a rifle in
small-bore competition is no easy task. There is no such thing
as a "natural" good shot. Breath control and trigger-squeeze
are but two of the fine arts one must master to be successful
in competition.
Keeping their rifli
the rifle team. He
members of the t
ndition is a necessary task of
atchful eye of Captain Fleck,
Jack Mcllhenny (sitting position) and
position) "snap in" on their targets befor
Pete Fraley's serious expression does not
on a firing squad!
Fraley (offhand
nportant match,
he once served
La Salle's biggest resistance was in the form of St. Joe's
and Villanova, the MAC and ICAAAA Cross-country cham-
pions. Victories over Penn, Lafayette and Temple and a
two-point losing effort to West Chester rounded out the
season, a season that found the harriers placing fourth in the
MAC. The te.im was composed of Seniors Eldridge and
Ambrogi; Juniors Butler, McCabe, Scanlin, Delaney, and
Evangelisto; and Sophomores Jefferson and McAnaney. The
season's outstanding runner was Earl Jefferson, a sophomore,
who was beaten to the tape only once in dual meet competi-
tion. He climaxed the season as individual winner of the
MAC cross-country championships, establishing a new course
record of 21:33. Much unexpected help was given letter-
winners McCabe, Eldridge, and Butler by way of Joe Scanlin
and Pat Delaney.
Jefferson, Butler, Eldridge, .ind McCabe
victory in the Temple meet won by La
ape 20 yards
e McAna
Bmple's ac
the here
save face, tr
fourteenth pla
be first.
hopes
"Where there is unity, there is strength",
stated Coach Wetzler as he runs his har-
riers through the paces in Wetzler's Woods
in preparation for the first meet of the
125
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Brother Damian Brendan, F.S.C. Brother Damian Philip, F.S.C. Brother David Arnold, F.S.C.
" j***^ '*'
Brother David Bernardine, F.S.C. Brother Edmund Alan, F.S.C. Brother Edmund Pius, F.S.C.
^s ^^M
\
Brother Elrick William, F.S.C. Brother Fidelian Robert, F.S.C. Brother Fidelis Celestine, F.S.C.
128
ther Fidelis Leo, F.S.C. Brother Fidelis of Mary, F.S.C. Brother Francis Bartholomew, F.S.C.
^^^^^.
"*%
\
Brother Frederick Robert, F.S.C.
Two things are necessary for a Master of Arts in Religion.
First he must know well the truths of his Faith. To
acquire this knowledge he spends long hours in private
study.
Brother Gabriel Mark, F.S.C. Brother Giles Christopher, F.S.C.
in iieiigion
Second he must put his knowledge into use. The best
place for a Brother to do this is in the chapel. Here he
can give back to God the fruits of his study.
t|p^|^^-f
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0^ r, ALBERT J. ALFANO • 1925 Park Boulevard, Camden, New Jersey • B.A. in Chem-
istry ' Chymian Society 2,3,4, Secretary 3; Caisson Club 3,4; Glee Club 3,4; Tennis 3,4.
ANGELO J. AMOROSO • 820 South Delhi Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Vre-Latv • Italian Club 1; Psychology Club 1; Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4, Treas-
urer 3.
BOHDAN O. ANNIUK • 2400 Aspen Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Pre-Laiu • Soccer 1,2,3.
BROTHER DACIAN AUGUSTINE, F.S.C. •915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pen
sylvania • B.A. in Education—Chemistry.
BROTHER GORDIAN AUGUSTINE, F.5.C. -915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park,' Pen
sylvania • B.A. in Education—French ' Dean's List 1,2,3,4; Phi Delta Phi 3,4.
PATRICK J. BANNIGAN • 123 8 Wagner Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in English.
EUGENE R. BARRETT • 23 19 East Ann Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Latin and Creek • Benildc Club 1,2,3,4.
WILLIAM J. BARRY • 5029 Newhall Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Biology • Alpha Epsilon Delta 3,4; Fabrican Society 3,4; Glee Club 1,2,3,4.
LAWRENCE V. BATDORF • 410 East Market Street, Williamstown, Pennsylv
B.A. in Economics • Economics Club 1,2,3,4.
DAVID E. BEEBE • 1929 Laveer Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Philoso-
phy • Glee Club 3; Benilde Club 2,3,4; R.O.T.C. Band 2,3; N.F.C.C.S. 2,3,4; Confra-
ternity of Christian Doctrine 3,4.
CHARLES A. BEITZ, JR. • 1457 Lardncr Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Sociology • Distinguished Military Student 4; Caisson Club 3,4; Sociology Club
1,2,3,4; Track (Cross Country) 2.
WILLIAM J. BELL • 3 208 Ge
Education (History) * Educa
murals 2.
ntown Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Society 3,4; Blue and Gold Committee 2; Intra-
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BROTHER DANIEL BENEDICT, F.S.C. • 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pcnnsyl-
van • B.A. in Education—Spanish • Dean's List 1,2,3,4.
PAUL E. BISBING • 502 Darby Road, Havertown, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Physics
Dean's List 1,2,3,4; Freshman Math Award; Mr. and Mrs. Club 2.
EMILIO F. BONELLI -6916 York Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Psychol-
ogy • Class Treasurer 1,2; Caisson Club 2,3,4; Sigma Beta Kappa 2,3,4.
JOHN E. BOSSERT • 133 5 Genesee Street, Trenton, New Jersey • B.A. in Ediicatii
(German) • Education Society 3,4; Bcnilde Club 1; German Club 4.
GERALD L. BOWEN • 8116 Eastern Avenue, Wyndmoor, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Pr
Law • '57 Explorer 3,4, Editor 3,4; Le Cercle Claudel 2; Intramurals 1,2; Cre
(J.V.) 3,4.
RICHARD H. BRAUE, JR. • 918 Brown Avenue, Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania •
B.A. in Education (Biology) • R.O.T.C. 1,2,3,4; Caisson Club 3,4; Education Society , '^^
3,4.
id^.k
BROTHER GREGORY BRENDAN, F.S.C. '915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Penn-
sylvania • B.A. in Education—Mathematics • Dean's List 1,2,3,4; Kappa Mu Epsilon 3,4.
LAWRENCE J. BRUTHER • 841 Highland Avenue, Morrisville, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Biology • Alpha Epsilon Delta 4; Le Cercle Claudel 2; Out-o£-Towners Club 1; Pi
Delta Phi 4; Harvest Dance Committee 3.
FRANCIS FREMONTE BUCK '335 South Lang Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pcnnsylv
B.A. in Chemistry • Chymian Society 2,3,4, Treasurer 3,4.
JOSEPH BURAK • 614 2nd Street Pike, Southampton, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Educa-
tion (History) • Education Society 3,4.
JOHN J. BURKE • 223 Shirley Road, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania • B.A. in History
Executive Board 4; Alpha Phi Omega 2,3,4; History Club 1,2,3,4, Treasurer 4; Inter
national Relations Club 3,4, Secretary-Treasurer 4; Praefcctus Club 2,3,4, Prcsidcn
4; Spanish Club 1,2; Crew 1,4.
GfcOKGK A. BUTLER • 107 East Gowcn Av
in Prc-Law ' Newtonian Society 1,2.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
MICHAEL J. CAREY • 5729 Crittenden Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
Education (English) • Education Society 3,4; Weber Society 3,4.
JOHN C. CARNEY • 47 17 Cottman Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
Philosophy • Glee Club 1,2,3; Masque 1,2,3.
FRANCIS P. CARPINELLI • 197 Princeton Road, Audubon, New Jersey • B.A.
English • Dean's List 1,2,3,4; Benilde Club 1; Collegian 3; Sociology Club 2,3, Sec
tary 3; Masque 3,4.
JOHN A. CARROLL • 190IA West 73rd Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Education (English) • Education Society 3,4; Spanish Club 1,2; Masque 1,2,3,4; Eco-
nomics Club 1,2.
ANTHONY M. CATALANI • 4252 North Marshall Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
• B.A. in Economics • Alpha Phi Omega 2,3,4, Vice-President 3, President 4; Circle
Lasalliano 1; R.O.T.C. Band 1,2.
JOSEPH J. CHAPMAN • 1428 Alcott Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
English • Podium Society 1.
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ANDREW M. CHERMAK • 13 6 East Herman Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania •
B.A. in Education (French) • Le Cercle Claudel 3,4, Secretary 3,4; Pi Delta Phi 3,4,
Secretary 3,4.
EDWARD J. CHERMOL • 1011 Hampstead Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Biology • Fabrician Society 3,4.
ROKERT L. COGAN • 7528 Brentwood Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Biology • Dean's List 1,2,3,4; Fabrician Society 2,3,4; Alpha Epsilon Delta 2,3,4,
Secretary 4.
WILLIAM J. COMER • 303 East Old Town Road, Cumberland, Maryland • B.A. in
Education (Social Studies) • Caisson Club 3,4, Librarian 3; Executive Board 3; Eco-
nomics Club 1; Education Society 2,3,4, President 2,3,4; Resident's Council 1,2,3,4,
President 4; Student Council 3; Student Faculty Committee 3; Junior Week Chairman.
EDWIN R. CORLEY, JR. • 69 North Hanover Street, Pottstown, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Economics ' Economics Club 1,4.
RICHARD P. COULSON • 52 12 Castor Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
English • Le Cercle Claudel 1,2,3,4, Secretary 2; Collegian 3,4, Copy Editor 3,4;
Four Quarters 2,3,4, Circulation Manager 2,3,4; Masque 2,3,4, Board of Governors 3,4.
JAMES M. DUNPHY • 16 South Swartlimore Avenue, Ridley Park, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Education (Sociology) • Benllde Club 2,3,4; Sociology Club 2,3,4, Vice-President 4;
Education Society 3,4; International Relations Club 3; History Club 4.
EARLE F. ELDRIDGE • 17 17 "C" Street, NE, Washington, District of Columbia •
B.A. in Sociology • Sociology Club 2,3; Varsity Club 1,2,3,4; Cross-Country 1,2,3,4,
Captain 3; Track 1,2,3,4.
WALTER J. ELIASON '6255 Wistcr Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Edu-
ciition (French) ' Benilde Club 2,3,4, Vice-President 4; Education Society 3,4; '57
Explorer 3,4; Le Cercle Claudel 3,4; Soccer Team 3; Pi Delta Phi 4.
JOSEPH M. ERB • 63 2 East Ontario Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Edu-
cation (Social Studies) • Education Society 3,4.
JAMES J. FARDY '4138 "L" Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Chemistry
• Chymian Society 2,3,4; Caisson Club 3,4, Parliamentarian 4; Intramurals 2.
CLEMENT J. FEENEY, JR. • 228 East Meade Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvai
B.A. in Biology ' Alpha Epsilon Delta 3,4; Masque 1,2,3,4, Board of Governors 3.
SAMUEL T. FERGUSON • 12 Thornton Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Physics ' Dean's List 1,2,3,4; Class Vice-President 1; Newtonion Society 1,2,3,4; Sigma
Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4; Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
EDWARD J. FLANAGAN • 177 Kalos Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Pre-Law.
WALTER W. FREDRICKS • 246 Pancoast Avenue, Springfield, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Biology ' Dean's List 2,3,4; Glee Club I; Varsity Club 2,3,4; Basketball 1,2,3,4.
HARRY L. FROEHLICH • 104 West Fern Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Biology • Fabrician Society 1,2,3,4.
JOHN P. GALL '13 1 Ellis Road, Willow Grove, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Pre-Law •
Award in Journaliim 4; Collegian 3,4, Editor-in-Chief 3,4; History Club 1,2,3,4,
Trcaiurer 3; Executive Board 4, Trcaturcr 4; International Relations Club 1,2,3,4;
'57 Explorer 3,4, Publicity Director 3,4; Spanish Club 2,3.
JOHN R. GALLOWAY • 37 Marlborough Ko.id, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Government ' Executive Board 4, Vicc-Prc«idcnt 4, Spirit Committee 4, Chairman
Wayt and Mean. Committee 4; Hiuory Club 2,3,4; International Relations Club 2,3,4,
Prnident 4; '57 Explorer 3,4, Bu«inc»« Manager 3,4; Varsity Club 2,3,4, Secretary 4;
Crew 1,2,3,4; Soccer 2,3,4.
THOMAS J. CUNNINGHAM, JR. • 4IOV2 Ripka Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania •
B.A. in Sociology • Alpha Phi Omega 2,3,4; Glee Club 1,2; N.F.C.C.S. 2,3,4, Chair-
man of Family Life Forum 2,3, Junior Delegate 3, Senior Delegate 4; Student Council
4; Sociology Club 2,3,4, President 4.
BROTHER EUGENE DAMIAN, F.S.C. • 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pennsyl-
vania — B.A. in Education—English • Dean's List 1,2,3,4; Phi Delta Phi 3,4.
ANTHONY J. DAMORE • 42 5 West Queen Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Biology • Fabrician Society 1,2,3,4, President 4; Alpha Epsilon Delta 3,4; Executive
Board 4.
HAROLD E. DAVIS • 409 Stevens Street, Camden, New Jersey • B.A. in Economics •
Dean's List 1,2,3; Executive Board 3; Residence Council 1; Caisson Club 2,3,4; Le
Cercle Claudel 1,2; Gavel Society 1; Glee Club 1,2,3,4, Vice-President 3; Sigma Beta
Kappa 2,3,4; Drill Team 2; Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
ANTHONY J. DeCECCO • 612 Reed Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
Chemistry • Sigma Beta Kappa 3,4.
BROTHER FRANCIS DE SALES, F.S.C. '915 Spring Avenue, Elkins, Park, Pennsyl-
vania • B.A. in Education—English • Dean's Dist 1,2,3,4.
JOHN J. DEVER • 693 5 Ardleigh Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Edu,
tion (Spanish) ' Executive Board 3; Spanish Club 3,4, President 3; Soccer 2; Cr
1,2,3,4.
THOMAS J. DEVLIN, JR. • 404 Leedom Street, Jenkintown, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Physics (Mathematics) • Dean's List 1,2,3,4; Executive Board 3,4; '57 Explorer 3,4;
Kappa Mu Epsilon 1,2,3,4, Vice-President 3, President 4; Collegian 1,2,3,4; New-
tonian Society 1,2,3,4, Secretary 3, President 4; Varsity Club 2,3,4; Swimming 1,2,3,4.
JOSEPH W. DiLASCIO • 272 South Massachusetts Avenue, Atlantic City, New Jersey
• B.A. in Sociology • Le Cercle Claudel 1,2; Sociology Club 2,3; Varsity Club 2,3,4;
ng 2,3,4.
WALTER J. D.ONOHUE, JR. • 301 South Cedar Lane, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania
B.A. in Education (History) • Education Society 3,4; Glee "Club 1,2; Intramurals 3.
PAUL D. DOWNEY '131 East 23 rd Street, Chester, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Che
istry * Chymian Society 4; Glee Club 4.
JOHN V. DUGAN, JR. • 42 High Road, Lost Creek, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Chemistry
• Chymian Society 1,2,3,4, President 4; Executive Board 4; Philosophy Club 2,3,4.
'k^
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RONALD L. GENDASZEK • 2972 Edgemont Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in French • Dean's List 1,2,3,4; French Government Award for French 4; Le Cercle
Claudel 2,3,4, Secretary 2, President 4; Pi Delta Phi 2,3,4, Treasurer 3, President 4;
Benilde Club 2,3,4, Secretary 3; R.O.T.C. Band 1,2.
JOSEPH A. GIORDANO • 2427 South Uth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Education (English) • Education Society 3,4.
JOHN R. GORAL • 2729 East Lehigh Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Education (Social Studies) - Education Society 3,4; Sociology Club 2.
JOSEPH T. GRIFFIN, JR. • 73 West Schiller Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in English • Collegian 4; Le Cercle Claudel 2,3; Masque 1,2,3,4.
WILLIAM J. HALL, III • 1 East Maple Aven
Biology • Caisson Club 2,3,4; Military Ach
Glee Club 1,2,3,4, President 3.
JOHN T. HARRELL '3201 North 22nd Street, Arlington, Vi
ment • Masque 1,2,3; Varsity Club 1,2,3; Rifle Team 1,2,3.
ue, Moorestown, New Jersey • B.A. in
Wreath 1; Fabrician Society 2,3,4;
B.A. in Govern-
ROBERT J. HARTMAN • 3 3 03 Atlantic Avenue, Atlantic City, New Jersey • B.A.
in Chemistry • Executive Board 3; Chymian Society 2,3,4; Class Advisory Board 2;
Dance Committee 3; Education Society 3,4; Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
MICHAEL HAYDUK • 2837 Poplar Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Eco-
nomics • Alpha Phi Omega 3,4, Sergeant at Arms 4; Collegian 4, Photography Editor
4; Economics Club 3,4; '57 Explorer 3,4, Photography Editor 3,4.
VICTOR C. HOEPFL • 466 Flamingo Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
History • Caisson Club; History Club; International Relations Club; Varsity Club;
Collegian Staff; '57 Explorer 3,4; Baseball 2,3.
WILLIAM J. HULTBERG, JR. • 2706 Lehman Street, Chester, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Education (Spanish) • Education Society 3,4.
BROTHER GERALD JAMES, F.S.C. • Vl'i Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pennsylvania
• B.A. in Education (Science) • Dean's List 1,2,3,4.
NORMAN W. JANKA • Watsontown, New Jersey • B.A. in History • History Club
2,3,4; International Relations Cluh 4; Resident Council 2.
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VICTOR D. JOHANSSON • 3231 North 6th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Economics • Dean's List 1,2; Caisson Club 3,4; Intramurals 2.
BROTHER FIDELIAN JOHN, F.S.C. -915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pennsylvan
• B.A. in Education—Philosophy • Dean's List 1,2,3,4.
GEORGE D. JOHNSON • 6345 Ross Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Co
ernmcnt • Fabrician Society 1,2; R.O.T.C. 1,2,3,4; '57 Explorer 3,4.
BROTHER ELRICK JOSEPH, F.S.C. '915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pennsylv
B.A. in Education—English • Dean's List 1,2,3,4.
JOSEPH J. KELLEY • 933 Pierce Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Sociology
• Education Society 3,4; Sociology Club 3,4.
CHARLES F. KELLY • 228 Cuyler Avenue, Trenton, New Jersey • B.A. in Education
(Social Studies).
%
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JAMES J. KELLY • 902 West Park Square, Prospect Park, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Pre-Law • Collegian 3,4, Circulation Manager 3,4; '57 Explorer 3,4; Class Executive
Board 2,3; Debating Club 1.
JOSEPH R. KELLY • 133 5 North 4th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Economics ' Alpha Phi Omega 2,3,4, Secretary 3,4; Benilde Club 1; Economics Club
1,2; Sociology Club 2.
BROTHER DECLAN KIERAN, F.S.C. • 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pennsyl-
vania • B.A. in Education—English.
STANLEY M. KNEBEL • 33B Lakeside Apartments, Melrose Park, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Economics.
JOHN J. KOHLER • 1506 North Patterson Park Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland •
B.A. in Chemistry • Chymian Society 1,2,3,4; Class Treasurer 1; Student Council 1.
JAMES R. KOHM • 207 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Economics •
Club 1,2; Education Society 4; Out-o£-Towners Club 1,2; Intramurals 1,2.
RICHARD S. KOZIEJA • 1141 Whitman Street, Camden, New Jersey • B.A. in Edu-
cation (Biology) • Education Society 3,4.
ROBERT W. KRAEMER '3513 OaUmont Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Phyiics • Dean's List 1,2,3,4; Sigma Beta Kappa 2,3,4; Newtonian Society 1,2,3,4;
Kappa Mu Epsilon 4; Track 2,3,4; Basketball 1,2.
FRANK G. KRATOCHWILL • 135 I North Howard Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylv
• B.A. in Sociology • Sociology Club 2,3,4.
WILLIAM E. LaPORTE '217 East Rockland Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Psychology ' Psychology Club 2,3,4, Secretary 2,3,4; Mr. and Mrs. Club 4.
FREDERICK J. LEINHAUSER • 6221 North Palethorpe Street, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania • B.A. in Education (German) • Dean's List 1,2,3,4; '57 Explorer 3,4; Caisson
Club 3,4; Education Society 3,4; German Club 4, President 4.
ALONZO M. LEWIS • 3 06 Mulberry Avenue, Darby, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Education
(Social Studies) ' Basketball 1,2,3,4, Captain 4; Education Society 3,4; Varsity Club
2,3,4; Track 1,2,3.
BROTHER DECLAN LEWIS, F.C.S. '915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pennsylva
B.A. in Education—German • Dean's List 1,2,3,4.
SALVATORE J. LoGUIDICE • 6608 Elmwood Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania •
B.A. in Education (Social Studies) ' Alpha Phi Omega 2,3,4, Corresponding Secretary
2; Education Society 3,4; Executive Board 4; History Club 4; International Relations
Club 4; '57 Explorer 3,4; Sociology Club 2.
PHILIP J. LoPRESTI -3805 Royal Avenue, Pennsauken, New Jersey • B.A. in Biology
• Fabrician Society 1,2,3,4, Vice-President 3,4; Alpha Epsilon Delta 3,4.
FRANCIS X. LYNCH 5 24 Clapier Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Sociology ' Sociology Club 2,3,4.
JOSEPH T. MAHER • 5235 Oilman Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in His-
tory • Bcnildc Club 1,2,3,4, Vice-President 3, President 4; Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine 2,3,4, Chairman 3,4; Executive Board 4, Secretary 4; History Club 2,3,4,
Vice-Prciidcnt 4; '57 Explorer 5,4, Copy Editor 3,4; International Relations Club 3,4;
N.F.C.CS. 1,3,4; Frcihman Orientation Committee 3,4.
JOHN E. MAKETA • 234 Wcit Queen Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Biolo/.y ' Fabrician Society 2,3,4; Var»ity Club 3,4; '57 Explorer 3,4; Crew 2,3,4.
FRANCIS J. MANGAN '1350 South 25>th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Pre-Lau' ' Alpha Phi Omega 3,4, Secretary 4, President 4; Collegian 3,4, Sports Editor
3,4; '57 Explorer 3,4; History Club 2,3,4; International Relations Club 4.
EDMOND MARKS • 6709 Souder Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Psy-
chology.
RONALD D. MARTIN • 809 West 19th Street, Wilmington, Delaware • B.A. in Eco-
Club 1,2,3,4; Industrial Relations Club 1.
BROTHER EUGENE OF MARY, F.S.C. '915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pennsylvania
• B.A. in Education—Accounting.
JOHN MISURA • 624 Willow Street, Reading, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Education
(English) • Education Society 3,4.
ALBERT J. MOKAL • 631 West Spruce Street, Mahanoy City, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Biology • Le Cercle Claudel 2,3; Fabrician Society 3,4; Residence Hall Council 1;
Intramurals 1,2,3.
RICHARD M. MONIHAN • 978 Wakeling Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Biology • Alpha Epsilon Delta 2,3,4, Vice-President 2,3,4; Fabrician Society 2,3,4; Col-
legian 2,3; '57 Explorer 4.
EUGENE F. MOSS • 2741 North Judson Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Education (Social Studies) • Education Society 3,4; Sociology Club 3; R.O.T.C. Band 1.
JAMES R. MULLEN '3 10 East 2 3rd Avenue, Wildwood, New Jersey • B.A. in Educa-
tion (English-French) • Education Society 3,4; Le Cercle Claudel 1,2,3,4, Secretary 4.
EDWARD J. MURPHY • 43 3 G
Economics • Economics Club 3,4.
h Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
THOMAS J. MURPHY -711 Upsal Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Philoso-
phy ' Philosophy Club 2,3,4; French Club 3.
JOSEPH E. MURRAY, JR. • 2613 Folsom Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Psychology • '57 Explorer 3,4; Psychology Club 2,3,4.
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ROLAND G. McANDREWS '7017 Limekiln Pike, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Pre-Law • Le Cercle Claudel 1,2; Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4; Sociology Club 1; Intra-
murals 1,2,3,4.
WILLIAM J. McBRIDE • 8707 Crispin Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
Liberal Arts.
WILLIAM H. McCaffrey '1433 west Wyoming Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylv
• B.A. ill English • Collegian 4; Masque 1,2,3,4; '56 Follies 1,2,3.
JOHN J. McCANN -13 54 Jerome Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Ediica
tion (trench) ' Education Society 3,4; Le Cercle Claudel 1,2,3,4, President 3; Pi Delt
Phi 3,4.
JOSEPH M. McCAULEY • 107 East Lynn Road, Ridley Park, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Pre-Law • '57 Explorer 3,4; International Relations Club 3; Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4;
Varsity Club 2,3,4; Soccer 2,3,4.
GERALD F. McCAUSLAND • 240 West Somerville Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania • B.A. in Pre-Law • Collegian 3; Intramurals 2,3,4.
L n
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THOMAS B. McCOY • 2827 North Bambrey Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Education (English) • Economics Club 1,2; Education Society 3,4; Masque 3,4.
JOHN C. McDEVITT • 15 20 South Myrtlewood Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylv
B.A. in English • Collegian 1,2,3,4; '57 Explorer 4.
JOSEPH P. McELHONE • 906 Ramona Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
Economics • Mr. and Mrs. Club 2,3,4; Economics Club 2.
CHARLES E. McGEE • 2739 Newkirk Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Physics • Sigma Beta Kappa 2,3,4; Newtonian Society 4; Kappa Mu Epsilon 4; Varsity
Club 4; Baseball 2,3,4; Intramurals 2,3,4.
TERENCE J. McLaughlin •2419 carpenter Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania •
B.A. in History • History Club 3,4; Varsity Club 2,3,4; Swimming 2,3,4, Co-Captain 4.
THOMAS A. McMANUS — 27 East Pastorius Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
B.A. in Economics
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JOHN A. McNICHOL, JR. '16 West Mill Road, Flourtown, Pennsylvania • B.A.
English • '57 Explorer 4; Masque 2,3,4; Weber Society 1,2,3,4.
FRANCIS J. McSORLEY • 218 North Morris Avenue, Atlantic City, New Jersey •
B.A. in Education (History) • Education Society 3,4; History Club 3,4; International
Relations Club 3,4.
JOSEPH M. NEALE, JR. • 7007 Fulton Street, Chevy Chase, Maryland • B.A. in Soci-
ology ' Class Vice-President 4; Student Council 4; Caisson Club 2,3,4; Sociology Club
2,3,4; Varsity Club 3,4; Tennis 2,3,4; Rifle Team 1,2,3,4.
BROTHER FREDRICK NORBERT, F.S.C. -915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pennsyl-
vania • B.A. in Education—Economics.
RALPH C. NUSS • 62 2 Mount Vernon Street, Lansdale, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Sot
ology ' '57 Explorer 3,4, Faculty Editor 3,4; Sociology Club 2,3,4, Secretary 4; Spa
ish Club 1,2.
JAMES H. O'BRIEN • 93 6 East Dorset Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
Education (History) • Education Society 3,4.
JAMES J. O'HALLORAN '4513 North Bouvier Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania •
B.A. in Education (History) • Education Society 3,4; Gavel Society 2,3; History Club
2; International Relations Club 2.
JOStPH E. PAPPANO, JR. • 703 East 20th Street, Chester, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Biology • Alpha Epsilon Delta 2,3,4, President 4; Caisson Club 2; Fabrician Society
1,2,3,4; Executive Board 4; Residence Council 1.
GABRIEL J. PASCUZZI • 329 Vernon Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. ii
Education (Social Studies) ' Dean's List 1,2,3,4; Caisson Club 2,3,4; Education Soci-
ety 3,<4; '57 Explorer 4; History Club 3,4; R.O.T.C. 1,2,3,4.
BROTHER ERIC PAUL, F.S.C. • 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pennsylvania
B.A. in Education—Physics ' Dean's List 1,2,3,4.
BROTHER GEORGE PAUL, F.S.C. '915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pennsylv
B.A. in Education—English.
\
HERMAN PHILLIPS • 6002 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
Biology • Swimming 1,2,3,4; Crew 3.
EUGENE J. POLITIOWICZ • 940 Thurman Street, Camden, New Jersey • B.A.
Biology • Alpha Epsilon Delta 3,4; Fabrician Society 2,3,4.
JOHN r. PRESTO • 7234 Hegerman Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Psychology • Psychology Club 3,4, Treasurer 3, President 4.
DENNIS J. QUINLISK • 338 East Olney Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Economics • Economics Club 1,2,3, President 2,3; Society for the Advancement of
Management 3,4.
EDWARD F. READING, JR. • 1415 Melrose Avenue, Sharon Hill, Pennsylvania •
B.A. in English • Caisson Club 2,3; Collegian 1,2; Gavel Society 1,2,4; Masque
1,2,3,4; Rifle Team 2.
STEPHEN A. REGA • 4632 James Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in History.
BERNARD C. REINHARDT, JR. • 426 Ash Avenue, Eddington, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Education (English) • Education Society 3,4; Le Cercle Claudel 1, Treasurer 1.
FRANCIS M. REMENTER • 183 5 Daly Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Chemistry • Chymian Society 5,4.
BROTHER GERARDIAN RICHARD, F.S.C. -915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pe
sylvania • B.A. in Education—English ' Dean's List 4.
ROBERT W. RIDER — 53 Spring Garden Street, Riverside, New Jersey • B.A.
Economics ' Economics Club 2,3,4, Secretary 3,4.
DONALD J. RISICA • 2922 South 13th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylv
Mathematics ' Kappa Mu Epsilon 3,4.
BROTHER DENIS RODERICK, F.S.C. •915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pennsylvania
• B.A. in Education—Chemistry ' Dean's List 1,2,3,4.
ROBERT A. ROMANO • 2340 Tricbtl Road, Roslyn, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Educa-
tion (Social Studies) ' Clan Vict-Prciidcnt 2,3; Education Society 3,4; '57 Explorer
},4, Senior Editor 3,4; R.O.T.C. Band 1,2,3,4, Commanding Officer 3,4; Student
Council 2, J.
BROTHER FIDELIS ROMANUS, F.S.C. '915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pennsyl-
vania • B.A. in Education—History • Dean's List 1,2,3,4.
BROTHER GERALD RONALD, F.S.C. • 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pennsyl-
vania • B.A. in Education—Fii
BROTHER GORDIAN RONAN, F.S.C. -915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park, Pennsyl-
vania • B.A. in Education—Biology.
WILLIAM J. RUSH '6511 North 5th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
Education (English) • Education Society 3,4.
JOSEPH T. SANQUILLI • 52 3 6 "D" Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in His-
tory ' Student Council 4; Executive Board 3,4, President 4; Faculty-Student Relations
Committee 4; Benilde Club 1,2,3,4, President 3, Assistant Moderator 4; History Club
2,3,4, President 4; International Relations Club 2,3,4; N.F.C.C.S. 2,3,4.
JOHN J. SCHILLER • 4221 Tudor Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Physics
• Dean's List 1,2,3,4; Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4; Kappa Mu Epsilon 4; Newtonian
Society 1,2,3,4; Industrial Relations Club 1.
JOSEPH A. SCHMITZ -5 53 East Van Kirk Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Physics • Newtonian Society 3,4, Vice-President 4; Kappa Mu Epsilon 1,2,3,4.
THOMAN J. SHANLEY • 23 8 West Duncannon Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
• B.A. in Chemistry ' Distinguished Military Student 3,4; Chymian Society 1,2,3,4,
Vice-President 4; Caisson Club 3,4; Sgma Beta Kappa 3,4; Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
THOMAS C. SHAUDIS • 5 Valley Street, New Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
Biology • Executive Board 4; Alpha Epsilon Delta 3,4; Fabrician Society 2,3,4, Seer
tary 4; Preafectus Club 2,3,4, President 4; Golf Team 2,3,4, Manager 2,3,4.
FRANK SILVER • 13 52 Kerper Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in Biology
Dean's List 1,2,3,4; Alpha Epsilon Delta 2,3,4, Treasurer 4; Fabrician Society 2,3,4.
ARTHUR W. SIMMONS • 1027 West Tabor Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Education (German) • Collegian 4; Education Society 3,4; Executive Board 4; '57
Explorer 3,4, Editor-in-Chief 3,4; German Club 4, Vice-President 4; International
Relations Club 4; Mr. and Mrs. Club 2,3,4, Vice-President 3; Podium Society 1.
JOHN A. SMITH • 253 6 East Indiana Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylv
Psychology • Psychology Club 2; Mr. and Mrs. Club 2,3,4; Soccer 2,3.
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JOHN J. SNYDER • 5877 North 7th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
English - Benilde Club 2; Collegian 1; Glee Club 1; Golf Team 4; Marketing Associa-
tion 1; Weber Society 3; Intramurals 1,2,3.
THOMAS J. SORENSEN '4616 Leiper Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Education (French) • Education Society 3,4; Lc Cercle Claudel 3,4; Pi Delta Phi 3,4.
SALVATORE J. SORRENTINO • 2434 South 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylva
B.A. in Education (English) • Education Society 3,4.
FRANCIS J. SPAGNOLO • 1722 West 6th Street, Wilmington, Delaware • B.A. in
Pre-Law - Alpha Phi Omega 2,3,4, Recording Secretary 2; Italian Club 1; Sociology
Club 1.
EDWIN F. STEIN, JR. • 7709 Woolstone Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
in Pre-Lau • Dean's Honor Pin 4; V.F.W. Award 1; Benilde Club 1,2,3,4; Collegian
3,4; Executive Board 4; Student Council 1; Class President 1; Masque 2,3,4, President
4; Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4, Secretary 3, Sports Director 4; Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
WILLIAM J. TASCA • 2338 South 11th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A. in
Education (Spanish) • Education Society 2,3, Vice-President 3; Pi Delta Phi 3; Span-
ish Club 1,2,3, Secretary-Treasurer 1,2.
HAROLD A. TOUNI • 4800 Bingham Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvani;
Psychology • Caisson Club 3,4.
FRANCIS X. TRACEY • 120 South 22nd Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylv
in Economics ' Economics Club 2,3,4, Vice-Chairman 2.
MICHAEL L. UZZO — 3 2 East Court Drive, Lancaster Court, Wilmington, Delaware
• B.A. in Prc-Law • Alpha Phi Omega 3.
JOSEPH N. VALLELY, JR. • 1613 North 62nd Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania '
B.A. in Education (English) • Collegian 3,4; Masque 3,4, Chancellor 3,4; Weber So
ciety 2,3,4.
JOHN R. WAITE • 707 Jefferson Avenue, Erlton, New Jersey • B.A. in Economics
Sigma Beta Kappa 3,4.
PETER J. WALSH • 2230 Pine Street, Wilmington, Delaware • B.A. in Economics •
Dean's List 2,3,4; Economics Club 2,3,4; Gavel Society 2,3,4, Secretary 3, President 4;
II.Mory Club 4; Internii tional Relations Club 2,4.
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JOSEPH B. WALTRICH • 2106 Wharton Road, Glenside, Pennsylv
Physics • Newtonian Society 3,4, Secretary 4; Kappa Mu Epsilon 4.
EDWARD B. WUTZER • 963 North 5th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylv
Sociology ' Sociology Club 2,3,4.
DOMINIC J. ZACCONE '2815 Emerald Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.A.
Sociology • Le Cercle Claudel 2; Sociology Club 3,4.
JOHN J. ADAIR • 568 Van Kirk Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Account-
ing • Dean's List 2,3,4.
RICHARD C. ADAIR • 5 3 34 Gillespie Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Accounting ' Basketball 1,2,3; Baseball 1,2,3.
DAVID G. ADLER • J 75 5 South Edgewood Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Electronics-Physics • Institute of Radio Engineers 5.
LAWRENCE ALLEN • 7948 Forrest Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in In-
dustrial Management ' Student Congress 4,5.
JOSEPH A. ALTAMURA • 34 Sutton Row, Mount Kisco, New York B.S. in Indus-
trial Management • Society for the Advancement of Management 3,4; Baseball 2;
Golf 3,4.
GEORGE P. ALTMEIER • 523 1 Laurens Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. it
Industrial Relations • Student Congress 4,5; Industrial Relations Society 4,5, Presi-
dent 5.
FRANK D. ALTOBELLI • 50 18 North Sydenham Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvani;
B.S. in Accounting • Accounting Association 1,2,3,4,5.
JOHN F. AMBROGI, JR. • 224 Roslyn Avenue, Glenside, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Industrial Management • Society for the Advancement of Management 3,4; Varsity
Club 2,3,4, Treasurer 4; Track 2,3,4; Cross Country 2,3,4.
JAMES L. ANNAS • 73 2 Noble Street, Norristown, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Industrial
Management • Le Cercle Claudcl 1,2; Econo.-nics Club 1,2; Marketing Association 3,4;
Out-of-Towncrs Club 1; Residence Hall Council I; Society for the Advancement of
Management 2,3,4, President 4; Sociology Club 4; Harvest Dance 3.
JOSEPH A. ANTAL • 7163 Charles Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Ac
counting • Accounting Association 2,3,4, Treasurer 3; Sigma Beta Kappa 2,3,4, Sec-
retary 4.
JAMhS A. ATKINS • 3 120 Ryan Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Mar
heliny, • .Vfarketin;; Atlotiation 2,3,4; R.O.T.C. Band 1,2; Intramurals 1.
OA.NIEL J, AVENA • 5 16 South 7th Strict, Vineland, New Jersey • B.S. in Accnnnt-
iny, • Pro,-n Committee I; Accounting Axociation 3,4; Masque 3,4; Society for the
Advancement of Management 1,2; Marketin); AMOciaticn 2,3.
ANTHONY J. BARBONE • 808 Surrey Lane, Glenolden, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Ge
eral Business • Senior Class Representative.
GERALD V. BEGGIN • 5929 Torresdale Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Industrial Management * Society for the Advancement of Management 4; Golf 4.
JOHN E. BENGOUGH • 7300 Shelborne Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Marketing • Alpha Pi Omega 2,3,4, Sergeant-at-Arms 2,3,4; Sociology Club 1,2; Ma
keting Association 2,3,4; Intramurals 2,3,4; Baseball 2,3; Track 3,4.
JOHN J. BERNER • 107 R
ing ' Caisson Club 3,4, T
Intramurals.
Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Market-
3,4; Marketing Association 3,4; R.O.T.C. 1,2,3,4;
JOSEPH P. BERNERT • 3458 West Pcnn Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Marketing.
ROBERT L. BERSHEIM • 740 Fern Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylv
keting * Marketing Association 3,4.
PAUL BOKROS • 2923 Keenwood Road, Norristown, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Electronics-
Physics.
CHARLES J. BOYCE • 5400 Rising Sun Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Marketing ' Student Congress 2,3; Malvern Retreat 4,5, Chairman 4,5; Marketing
Association 1,2; Collegian 1,2,3,4; Adoration Society 1,2,3,4, President 3,4.
JOHN P. BOYCE • 168 West Grange Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Ac
counting • Student Congress 3; Accounting Association 2,3.
ROBERT L. BOYER • 685 5 Dittman Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Ac-
counting ' Accounting Association 3,4.
CONSTANTINE J. BOYLE • 404 Chandler Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Industrial Relations ' Dean's List; Student Congress 1,2,3,4,5, Treasurer 3, Activi-
ties Advisor 3,4; Stag Night 2,3,5, Chairman 2; Communion Breakfast 2,3,5, Chair-
man 5; Spring Dance 2,3,5; Blue and Gold 1; '57 Explorer 5, Association Editor 5;
Senior Class Secretary.
JOSEPH A. BROPHY • 5120 North 2nd Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylv
Accounting * Accounting Association 3,4; Intramurals 3.
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JAMES J. BROUSSARD • 9345 Rising Sun Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting • Dean's List; Student Congress 3,4; Accounting Association 4,5; Adora-
tion Society 4,5.
FRANCIS H. BRUCE •119 Laurel Road, Stratford, New Jersey • B.S. in Marketing
Marketing Association 4,5.
FRANK J. BRUNO -1334 East Gowen Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • Certificate
in Accounting • Accounting Association 1,2,4; Society for the Advancement of Man-
agement 4.
JOSEPH C. BUBECK • 2627 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Industrial Management • Society for the Advancement of Management 2,3,4; Market-
ing Association 3,4; Golf Team 4.
JOHN J. BURNS • 1912 North 48th Street, Pennsauken, New Jersey • B.S. in Ac-
counting • Accounting Association 2,3,4.
DANIEL T. CAMPBELL • 306 Landis Avenue, Oaklyn, New Jersey • B.S. in Account,
ing • Accounting Association 3,4.
DAVID G. CAMPBELL • 8639 Thouron Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Accounting ' Accounting Association 1,2,3,4, President 4; Rifle Team 2,3,4; Varsity
Club 2,3; Executive Board Treasurer 4.
JOHN F. CAMPBELL '2144 Orange Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Ac-
counting.
VITO A. CANUSO, JR. • 1004 West Cliveden Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvani:
B.S. in General Business • '57 Explorer 3,4, Business Manager 3,4; Circlo Lasalli.
2,3,4; Swimming 1.
FRANCIS J. CARBERRY • 5720 Woodstock Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in General Business.
JOSEPH E. CARROLL • 133 West Madison Avenue, Clifton Heights, Pcnnsylv
B.S. in Industrial Management • Dean's List.
FRANCIS X. CASSIDY • 1509 Church Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Accounting ' Student Congress 3.
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JOSEPH P. CASSIDY • 4937 North 5th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. i
Industrial Management • Student Congress 4; Industrial Relations Society 4,5, Seer
tary 5; Society for Advancement of Management 4,5; French Club 1,2; Senior Cla
Representative.
JAMES E. CATON • 10 West Gowan Avenue, Philadelphia, Pcnnsylv
Economics,
GEORGE T. CHRISTIDES • 6140 Reach Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Accounting • Student Congress 1; Freshman Dance 2, Chairman 2; Senior Class
Treasurer.
THEODORE J. CICHACZEWSKI • 3 081 Tilton Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania-
B.S. in Industrial Management ' Marketing Association 4; Society for the Advance
ment of Management 2,3,4.
CHESTER H. CLARK • 498 Wheatsheaf Road • Springfield, Pennsylva
Accounting.
ALBERT J. CONNOR • 3227 North Dover Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Marketing ' Collegian 2,3; Marketing Association 3,4; Intramurals 3.
LAWRENCE W. CORNELL • 285 5 Norcom Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Marketing • Student Congress 2; Marketing Association 1,2,3,4.5.
MICHAEL J. CORNELY • 302B Alden Park Manor, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting * Accounting Association 3,4.
WILLIAM P. COSGROVE '101 South Logan Avenue, Audubon, New Jersey • B.S. in
Accounting Accounting Association 2,3,4.
JOHN V. COYLE • 6060 Loretta Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Gen-
eral Business.
JAMES P. CULLEN • 1011 Guenther Avenue, Yeadon, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Industrial
Management • Society for the Advancement of Management 2,3,4; Sociology Club 1,2.
WILLIAM R. GULP • 2720 North Judson Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylv
Industrial Relations • Industrial Relations Club 2,3,4.
CHARLES L. DALEY • 4921 North 4th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Accounting • Dean's List 3,4; Accounting Association 4.
JOSEPH F. DALO • 476 Ha
Management,
Hatboro, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Industrial
JOSEPH J. DALY '2917 Knorr Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Marketing
• Marketing Association 2,3,4; Society for the Advancement of Management 2,3,4.
ANTHONY V. D'AMORE • 173 2 Sigel Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Industrial Relations • Glee Club 1,2, Librarian 2; Industrial Relations Club 2,3,4,
Representative 3,4, Secretary 4; '57 Explorer 5,4, Subscription Manager 3,4.
WILLIAM T. DANIELS • 424 South Keim Street, Pottstown, Pennsylv
Accounting ' Accounting Association 4,5.
HENRY A. DARRAGH • 2753 North 13th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting • Praefectus Club 3,4, Vice-President 3,4; Accounting Association 2,3,4;
Sigma Beta Kappa 3,4; Intramurals 1,2,3,4; Basketball Manager 1,2,3,4.
JOHN L. DELANEY • 3 14 Prospect Avenue, Bridgeport, Pennsylvania • B.S.
General Business.
ROBERT W. DeLELLIS • 1743 North 3rd Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Accounting * Dean's List 1; Accounting Association 2,3,4.
FRANK P. DELICH • 5 Eventide Place, Levittown, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Industrial
Management • Society for the Advancement of Management 3, Secretary 3; Golf
Team 3,4.
HENRY W. deLUCA, JR. • 1211 East Cardeza Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania •
B.S. in Marhetiny, • Marketing Association 2,3,4; Masque 2,5,4, Secretary 5, Vicc-
Prcjidcnt 4; Intramurals 4.
WILLIA.M P. DILRKES • 632 East Locust Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting • Student Congrcii 2,3; Accounting Association 1,2,3,4,5, Secretary 3,
Vicc-Prciidcnt 4; Winter Dance 2,3, Co-Chairman 3; Spring Dance 3; Vice-President
Senior Clan; Senior Slag Night Ch.ilrman.
PALI. J. DIfc'.LNBRUCM, JR. • 4435 Ttudalc Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
B.S. in Aitountiny, • Veteran, of foreign Warn Medal—R.O.T.C. 5; Accounting A«
ciation 1,2,5,4; Cailw.n Club 3,4; Drill Team 1,2,3.
SAMUEL DiMUZIO • 55 13 Boyer Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in General
THOMAS A. DOHERTY • 13 24 Sellers Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
General Business • Sociology Club 1; '57 Explorer 3,4; Intramurals 1,2; Dance Com-
mittee 1.
FRANCIS P. DOLAN • 5807 North 15th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting,
WILLIAM M. DONOHOE • 3015 Aramingo Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania •
B.S. in Marketing • Benilde Club 1,2; Marketing Association 2,3,4, President 3,4;
Society for the Advancement of Management 3,4; Intramurals 2,3.
HUGH G. DOUGHERTY • 7415 Buist Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Marketing • Marketing Association 2,3,4; '57 Explorer 3,4.
CHARLES J. DOUGHTY, JR. • 2629 Wolf Avenue, Pennsauken, New Jersey • B.S.
in Accounting.
ANDREW J. DUFF • 813 East Abington Avenue, Wyndmoor, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Marketing ' Marketing Association 2,3,4, Secretary-Treasurer 4; Spanish Club 2.
THOMAS P. DUFFY • 120 Logan Avenue, Crescent Park, Bellmawr, New Jersey
B.S. in Accounting.
FRANK J. DUGAN, JR. • 53 38 North Sydenham Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania •
B.S. ill Accounting ' Accounting Association 3,4; Economics Club 1,2; Philosophy Club
3,4; Spanish Club 1.
FRANCIS W. DUNDON • 7024 Woolston Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Marketing • Marketing Association 1,2,3,4; Intramurals 3,4.
ROBERT A. DWYER • 2014 Hartel Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Indus
trial Management • Marketing Association 2,3,4; Society for the Advanc
Management 2,3,4; Golf Team 4.
MICHAEL G. DYBICZ • 2534 West 7th Street, Chester, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Indus-
trial Management • Alpha Phi Omega 3,4; '57 Explorer 3,4, Publicity Chairman 3,4;
Marketing Association 3,4; Society for the Advancement of Management 1,2,3,4;
Intramurals 1,2,3,4; Track 1,2.
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WALTER J. ECKROTH • 85 10 Chippewa Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Accounting • Senior Class Representative, Accounting Association 2.
VINCENT P. EVERMAN • 709 Landis Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Industrial Management.
EDWARD J. FILLIBEN -506 South Elmwood Avenue, Glenoldcn, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Marketing • Marketing Association 4; Varsity Club 4; Intramurals 1,2,3; Base-
ball 3,4.
FRANCIS X. FINEGAN • 262 5 Aspen Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Marketing • Marketing Association 2; Varsity Club 2,3; Baseball 1,2,3,4.
JOHN R. FISHER • 183 East Evergreen Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylva
in General Bu
JOSEPH T. FLAHERTY • 2349 South 16th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylva
in Industrial Relations • Dean's List 1,2,3,4; Industrial Relations Club 3,4.
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RAYMOND J. FONASH • 3403 North 7th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting • Accounting Association 2,3,4,5, Secretary 5.
EDWARD J. FORD • 8360 Ferndale Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Indus-
trial Management ' Society for the Advancement of Management 4,5.
THOMAS J. FORD • 47 Locust Street, Greenwich, Connecticut • B.S. in Accounting
Accounting Association 1,2,3,4; Alpha Phi Omega 3,4; Benilde Club 1,2; Economi
Club 1,2; Masque 2,3; Society for the Advancement of Management 3,4.
EDGAR R. FRAUNFELTER • 266 Fleckman Street, Phillipsburg, New Jersey • B.S.
in Industrial Management • Residence Hall Council 1; Society for the Advancement of
Management 3,4; R.O.T.C. 1,2,3,4; Intramurals 1,2,3; Tennis 3,4.
RICHARD A. FULLER • 13 37 Cherry Street, Boothwyn, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Gen-
eral Business • R.O.T.C. Band 1,2.
(AMi.S A. lYNIiS • 6152 North 4lli Slic.l, I'liiladclphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Mar-
hrling • Student Congress 2; Marketing Association 1,2,3,4,5, Vice-President 4;
Society for the Advancement of Management 2; French Club 2.
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WILLIAM A. FYNES • 20 South Haviland Avenue, Audubon, New Jersey • B.S. in
Accounting • Accounting Association 2,3,4; '57 Explorer 3,4, Sports Editor 3,4; Harvest
Dance Committee 3, Secretary 3; Out-of-Towners Club 1; N.F.C.C.S. 1,2; Varsity
Club 3,4; Intramurals 2,3; Crew 1,2,3; Soccer 1,2,3.
JOHN J. GALINEY, JR. • 4830 North Bouvier Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
B.S. ill Industrial Management.
FRANCIS J. GALLAGHER -812 North 20th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Prorluctiou Management • Student Congress 2,3,4; Accounting Association 1,2;
Aquinas Club 5; Society for the Advancement of Management 3,4,5; Stag Night 4;
Winter Dance 3,4, Ticket Chairman 3, Program Chairman 4; Communion Breakfast
2,3,4, Ticket Chairman 2, Chairman 3; Spring Dance 2, Ticket Chairman 2; Senior
Class Reprecentative, Co-Editor of '57 Explorer.
FRANK J. GALLAGHER • 412 East Wyoming Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
B.S. in Accounting • Accounting Association 4; Economics Club 1; Marketing As
ciation 2; Society for the Advancement of Management 4.
JOSEPH V. GALLO • Doctors' Home, Philadelphia State Hospital, Philadelphia Penn-
sylvania • B.S. in Finance ' Alpha Phi Omega 4; Benilde Club 2.
ROBERT CYRIL CANTER • Golf Road, Greenfields, Reading, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Industrial Relations • Class President 2,3,4; Alpha Phi Omega 4, Historian 4;
Sigma Beta Kappa 3,4, President 4, Thanksgiving Dance Chairman 3; Economics Club
1; Industrial Relations Club 2,3,4; '57 Explorer 3,4; Residence Hall Council 3,4;
Student Council 2,3,4; Blue and Gold 2,3,4; Harvest Dance 2,3; Student Loan 2,3,4,
Director 4, Election Supervisor 4, General Social Chairman 4, Vice-President 4.
LOUIS J. GARTZ, JR. • 5 1 Myrtle Avenue, Irvington, New Jersey • B.S. in Account-
ing • Accounting Association 2,3,4; Caisson Club 3,4; Mastiue 2,3; Residence Hall
Council 2,3; Sociology Club 1; Intramurals 1,2,3,4; Cheerleader 2,3; Basketball 1.
ERNEST F. GASH • Park Road, Warrington, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Accounting '
Accounting Association 2,3,4; Varsity Club 2,3,4, Vice-President 4; Swimming 1,2,3,4,
Co-Captain 4.
VICTOR M. GAVIN • 542 South 49th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Marketing • Marketing Association 2,3,4; Varsity Club 3,4; Track 1,2,3,4, Captain 4.
JOSEPH P. GAYNOR • 4285 Griscom Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Business Administration.
ALFRED J. GIEGERICH • 420 North Vcndome Avenue, Margate, New Jersey • B.S.
in General Business • Sociology Club 1,2; N.F.C.C.S. 1,2,3,4, Vice-President 2.
LOUIS F. GIORNO -5632 Chew Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Industrial
Relations • '57 Explorer 3,4, Patrons Manager 3,4; Industrial Relations Club 2,3,4;
Sophomore Cottilion Committee 2; Intramurals 1,2.
JOHN M. GOLA • 3 140 Rawlc Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. ill Accounting
• Class Secretary 1; Accounting Association 3,4; Intramurals 1,2; Basketball 1,2.
JOHN C. GYZA • 3 93 6 North Elser Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
General Business ' UcCLnS List.
THOMAS A. HALLIGAN '122 Lafayette Road, Audubon, New Jersey • B.S. in Indu
trial Management • Student Congress 1,2; French Club 2,3; Senior Class Represent
live, Senior Stag Night.
JOHN J. HARRIS • Harding Road, Vineland, New Jersey • B.S. in Industrial Rela-
tions • Industrial Relations Club 2,3,4; Society for the Advancement of Management
1,2,3.
RAYMOND F. HAWTHORNE • 1147 Anchor Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Marketing ' Marketing Association 2; Intramurals 2,3,4.
JOHN J. HERON • 2012 Tulip Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • Certificate
Accounting.
EDWARD J. HIGGINS • 13 02 South Broad Street, Trenton, New Jersey • B.S. in
Accounting • Sigma Beta Kappa 3,4; Accounting Association 2,3,4; Varsity Club 2,3,4;
Golf 2,3,4.
ALFRED S. HOFFMAN • 60 15 Limekiln Pike, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Accounting • Accounting Association 3,4,5.
HARRY M. HOPKINS • 8 Mill Creek Road, Norristown, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Mai
keting • Marketing Association 4,5.
JAMES J. HORGAN • 1905 North Franklin Street, Wilmington, Delaware • B.S.
General Bntinett * Marketing Association 4.
WILLIA.M A, HUBBS, Jrd • 931 Herbert Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. /;;
IndnUrial Relation, ' Hiftory Club 3,4; Industrial Relations Club 2,3,4; International
Rclationt Club 3,4; Society for the Advancement of Management 3,4; Intramurals 4.
JA.MLS J. HUGHES • 2325 Ea.t Somcrut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Atcounliny. • Accounting Atiociation 5; Stag Night 5; Senior Stag Night,
>
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LEON J. JABLONSKI • 2916 UnruW Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Accounting • Accounting Association 1,2,3,4; Benilde Club 2, President 2.
FRANCIS E. JARECKI -2713 East Lehigh Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Industrial Management • Caisson Club 3,4, Vice-President 4; Track 2,4; Intra-
murals 1,2,3.
THEODORE E. KAMISH -237 Cambridge Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey • B.S.
Marketing • Intramurals 2,3,4; Basketball 1; Soccer 2,4.
GERALD T. KANE • 201 South 11th Street, Reading, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Psj-
chology • Dean's List 2; Class Treasurer 3,4; Economics Club 1; Psychology Club 3,4;
Intramurals 1,2,3; Junior Prom Committee 3.
LOUIS KAPLAN • 3 65 Wolf Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Accounting
Dean's List.
JAMES A. KEAN • 1105 Blythc Avenue, Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Account-
ing • Distinguished Military Student 3; Accounting As;
3,4, President 4.
1,2,3,4; Caisson Club
JOSEPH P. KEATING -710 East Madison Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Accounting • Student Congress 2,3,4; Stag Night 2; Winter Dance 3,4, Ticket Chair-
man 3, Co-Chairman 4; Spring Dance 2; Collegian 4,5; Senior Class Representative,
Co-Editor of the '57 Explorer.
HERBERT R. KEILMAN • 6007 Alma Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Marketing • Alpha Phi Omega 2,3,4, Treasurer 2,3; Caisson Club 3,4; Marketing
Association 2,3,4; Sociology Club 1,2,3,4, Treasurer 2.
JAMES P. KELLEY • 7614 Large Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Account-
ing • Accounting Association 3,4.
PETER KELLIS • 2834 North Water Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Accounting ' French Club 1,2.
DONALD M. KELLY • 473 8 Rising Sun Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Marketing • Student Congress 4,5; Marketing Association 3,4,5.
ROBERT H. KELLY • 13 19 South 29th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Industrial Management • Student Congress 1,2,3; Adoration Society 1,2,3; Industrial
Relations Society 1,2; Marketing Association 2; Society for Advancement of Manage-
ment 1,2,3,4,5, President 4; Winter Dance 2, Chairman 2; Communion Breakfast 2,
Chairman 2; Spring Dance 2,3.
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JOHN H. LAWLOR • 7230 Dungan Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Gen-
eral Business • Industrial Relations Society 1; Stag Night 1; Spring Dance 1.
WILLIAM T. LEE • 100 Signal Road, Drexcl Hill, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Marketing •
Alpha Phi Omega 1,2,3,4; Marketing Association 2,3,4; Sociology Club 1,2; Intramurals
2,3,4.
MICHAEL A. LENAHAN • 6006 Newtown Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvai
Certificate in Accounting.
JOHN R. LETCHER • 5304 North 15th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Indtistrial Relations.
GERALD J. LEWIS • 743 9 Torresdalc Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Marketing • Marketing Association 2,3,4.
JEROME S. LEZYNSKI • Ellicot Road and Meadow Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania •
B.S. in Accounting • Sigma Beta Kappa 2,3,4; Accounting Association 2,3,4; Intra-
murals 1,2.
MICHAEL F. LODISE -3701 Midvale Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • Certificate
in Accounting.
CHARLES M. LODOVICO '2316 Arctic Avenue, Atlantic City, New Jersey • B.S. in
Accounting ' Accounting Association 2,3,4, Vice-President 4; Marketing Association 3.
THOMAS W. LOSCHIAVO • 466 Paoli Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Industrial Management ' '57 Explorer 3,4; Society for the Advancement of Mana
ment 3,4; Varsity Club 2,3,4; Crew 2,3,4.
CHARLES N. LUNNEY • 141 East Gorgas Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Marketing • Marketing Association 1,2,3,4,5, Vice-President 4.
JOHN J. MABEN • 1046 South 5 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Marketing • Marketing Association 2,3,4; Varsity Club 2,3,4; Track 1,2,3,4.
CMARLLS J. MACKLEY • 2016 Solly Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvani;
Chemitlry.
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WILLIAM J. KELLY -2 108 South Mole Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Accounting • Accounting Association 1,2,3,4; Student Council 2, Secretary 2; Class
Secretary 2.
GEORGE E. KENEIPP, JR. • 4801 Brandywine Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. • B.S.
in Accounting • Residence Hall Council 2; Varsity Club 3,4; Intramurals 2,3; Tennis
2,3,4.
JOHN W. KENNEDY '9352 Rising Sun Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylv
in Marketing * Marketing Association 1,2.
NICHOLAS C. KIHM • 43 West Cayuga Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylv
in Accounting • Dean's List 1,2,3,4; Accounting Association 3,4.
RICHARD A. KING • 7157 North 19th St
industrial Management • Accounting Associ;
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
KENNETH KITSON, JR. • 122 Oreland Mill Road, Oreland, Pennsylv
Marketing • Marketing Association 1,2,3,4,5.
JOSEPH M. KLEIN '3710 Poppy Drive, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Account-
GERALD J. KLOPF
General Bu
27 Wissahickon Avenue, Flourtown, Pennsylvania • B.S.
HENRY J. ROLLER • 2 54 West Ashdal
Accounting • Accounting Association 1,
Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
hitM
ROMAN KOWALSKY • 5 6 Indian Creek Drive, Lcvittown, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Industrial Management.
WALTER C. LANCE • 3 126 North Percy Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. i«
Industrial Management ' Student Congress 3,4,5, Treasurer 4, President 5; Society
for the Advancement of Management 4,5; Malvern Retreat Chairman 3; Spring Dance
3; Senior Class Representative.
RICHARD F. LANGAN -3211 Albermarle Avenue, Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Marketing • Student Congress 4; Adoration Society 1,3; Marketing Association
1,2,3,4,5, Vice-President 3, President 4; Society for the Advancement of Management
2; Communion Breakfast 5; Senior Class Representative, Co-Chairman of Senior
Dinner Dance.
JOSEPH E. MADEJA • 7412 Dorcas Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Ac
counting • Accounting Association 1,2,3,4; Varsity Club 2; Soccer 2.
JOSEPH J. MAHON, JR. • 42 5 East Howell Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Industrial Relations • Industrial Relations Club 3,4, Vice-President 3,4; Sigma Beta
Kappa 1,2,3,4; Intramurals 1,2,3.
EUGENE J. MAIRELLA • 5 Vulcan Road, Levittown, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Ac
counting.
FRANCIS MARKEY • 1525 Louden Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Indus
trial Relations • Industrial Relations Society 3,4,5, Vice-President 3, President 4.
JERRY V. MARRELLO • 81 East Bringhurst Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylv
Certificate in Marketing.
DONALD J. MARTIN • 6830 Regent Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Industrial Management.
ANTHONY J. MATTERA • 745 North 24th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
EARL L. MELVILLE, JR. • 1724 Walnut Street, Chester, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Indus
trial Management • Society for the Advancement of Management 1,2,3,4.
DWIGHT H. MENSINGER • 448 North 41st Street, Camden, New Jersey • B.S.
Accounting • Accounting Association 2,3,4.
RUSSELL C. MIDDLETON -6313 Lawndale Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting • Accounting Association 2,3,4,5, Vice-President 5; Society for the
Advancement of Management 3,4,5.
ROBERT S. MOJICA • 2934 Robbins Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Industrial Management • '57 Explorer 3,4; Society for the Advancement of Manage-
ment 3,4.
WIII.IAM X. MOOKL • 1358 Partridge Road, Roslyn, Pennsylvania • C.S. in General
lluunett ' Dean's I.lsl.
tiV
DAVID C. MORTON • 814 Belmont Avenue, Collingswood, New Jersey • B.S. in
Production Management.
ALBERT F. MUNSELL • 3474 West Queen Lane, Phil.idelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Marketing • Marketing Club 2,3,4; Crew '50.
DONALD A. MURRAY • 625 East Chelten Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Industrial Relations • Dean's List; Industrial Relations Society 4,5; Society for the
Advancement of Management 3,
ALFRED R. MURTER • 305 5 Magee Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Accounting ' Accounting Association 3,4; R.O.T.C. Drill Team 1.
GEORGE H. MYERS • 503 1 Griscom Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Indu
trial Relations • Dean's List 2,3,4; Industrial Relations Club 3,4; Intramurals 3,4.
CHARLES McALPIN • 25 16 South Cleveland Street, Philadelphia, Pcnnsylvani;
B.S. in General Business ' French Club 1,2,3; Senior Representative; Dean's List.
LEONARD McANDREWS • 215 East Durham Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
B.S. in General Business.
RICHARD W. McBRIDE • 5314 Upland Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Industrial Management ' Society for the Advancement of Management 1.
CHARLES J. McCLOSKEY • 740 East WiUard Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
B.S. in Industrial Management.
FRANCIS M. McCLOSKEY • 608 South 5 6th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting ' Accounting Association 2,3,4; Varsity Club 3,4; '57 Explorer 4;
Intramurals 1,2,3,4; Crew 1,2,3,4.
FRANCIS M. McCORMACK • 9227 Convent Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylva
B.S. in Marketing • Marketing Association 3,4.
JAMES P. McDonald • 509 Greenfield Street, Williamstown, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting • Accounting Association 3,4; Economics Club 1; '57 Explorer 3,4;
Society for the Advancement of Management 4.
»^
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JOHN R. McDonnell '6916 North 19th street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting • Accounting Association 2,3,4.
STEPHEN J. McGILL • 195 Champlost Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
JAMES J. McGinn • 2927 South Robinson Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting • Accounting Association 2; Caisson Club 3,4; Varsity Club 3,4; Intra-
murals 2,3,4; Track 1,2,3,4.
DANIEL E. McGONIGLE • 874 Medway Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Industrial Management • Adoration Society 1,2; Aquinas Club 5; Industrial Rela-
tions Society 5; French Club 1,2; President of Senior Class.
JOSEPH M. McGOVERN • 143 3 Oriental Avenue, Gloucester, New Jersey • B.S.
Industrial Management " Society for the Advancement of Management 1,2,3,4,5.
JOSEPH F. McGOWAN '412 Moore Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Ac
counting • Accounting Association 4; Economics Club 1.
JAMES J. McKEE, JR. • 596 Carver Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Mar-
keting • Caisson Club 3,4; Marketing Association 2,3,4; Sociology Club 1; Intramurals
1,2; R.O.T.C. 1,2,3,4.
DONALD J. McMENAMIN • Elmer Road, Vineland, New Jersey • B.S. in Industrial
Management • Economics Club 1,2; Harvest Dance 3; Marketing Association 4; Out-
of-Towners 1; Psychology Club 4; Society for the Advancement of Management 2,3,4;
Sociology Club 3,4; Intramurals 1.
FRANCIS P. McMENAMIN • 2840 North 23rd Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylv
Dean's List; Student Congress 4; French Club 1; Senior Class Representative.
HENRY P. McNICHOL '3754 North 10th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting.
JOHN F. McSWIGAN • Shelburnc Apartments (402-C), 13th and Lindley Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • U.S. in hidnslrial Relations • Industrial Relations Com-
mittee 3; Podium Society I; Marketing Association I; Socety for the Advancement of
Management 3.
;KAN(,IS J. McVeigh • 2«I6 Camian Street, C;amden, New Jersey • U.S. in Indus
trial Relatione ' InduUrial Relations Club 3,4, President 4; Gavel Society 3,4, Vice
President 4.
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JAMES P. McWILLIAMS, JR. • 138 Edwards Drive, Gloucester, New Jersey • B.S.
ill Industrial Relations • Bcnilde Club 1,2,3,4; Collegian 1,2; Industrial Relations Club
1,2,3,4; Philosophy Club 1,2; Psychology Club 1,2; Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4; Sociology
Club 2,3.
JOHN A. NARK, JR. • 1904 East Allegheny Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
B.S. in Marketing • Caisson Club 3,4; Industrial Relations Club 4; Marketing As
ciation 3,4, Vice-President 4.
JOHN T. O'BRIEN • 2225 Theresa Avenue, Morton, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Accounting.
JOHN F. O'CONNELL • 2024 Jenkii
Accounting.
vn Road, Glenside, Pennsylvania • B.S.
PATRICK H. O'DONNELL • 3859 North Park Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
B.S. in Accounting • R.O.T.C. Band 1,2.
JAMES J. O'HARE, JR. • Wade and Columbia Avenues, Laurel Springs, New Jersey
B.S. in Accounting • Accounting Association 2,3,4; Benilde Club 1.
ALBERT M. PAKECH • 106 West Courtland S
in Industrial Management - Society for the Advan
murals 2,3.
JOSEPH E. PAPIERNIK • 3 2 Cable Road, Levittown, Pennsylv
trial Management • Senior Stag Night.
JOHN L. PAPST • 4689 Castor Avenue, Philadelphia, Pcnnsylva
ing ' Marketing Association 4,5.
B.S. in Indus-
B.S. in Market-
VINCENT F. PARADISE '412 Bradford Avenue, Westmont, New Jersey • Certificate
in Marketing • Marketing Association 2,3.
HERMAN E. PASSMORE, JR. • 1113 Washington Avenue, Lansdale, Pennsylva
B.S. in Accounting • Dean's List; Accounting Association 2,3.
JOSEPH F. PEARSON • 712 Jackson Avenue, Ardsley, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Mar-
keting • Industrial Relations Society 5; Marketing Association 1,2,3,4,5; Aquinas Club
5, Chairman 5; Student Congress 2.
MICHAEL D. PILLA • 5305 Castor Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Marketing • Alpha Phi Omega 2,3,4, Social Chairman; Marketing Association 2,3,4;
Sociology Club 1,2; Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
ROBERT J. PISCH • 929 1/2 Anchor Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Ac-
counting.
RICHARD J. POWERS • 5654 Windsor Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Economics * Student Congress 3,4.
JAMES J. PROCHASKA •1122 Barringcr Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Industrial Management ' Dean's List 3; Society for the Advancement of Manageme
2,3,4.
MICHAEL J. PURCELL • 75 17 Walnut Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Marketing • Marketing Association 4.
JAMES M. PURTELL • 2220 Fairhill Avenue, Glenside, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Ma
keting • Marketing Association 2,3,4; Intramurals 1,2,3.
THOMAS F. QUIGLEY • 5042 Walton Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
General Business • Sociology Club 1; Italian Club 1.
RICHARD F. QUIRK • 53 12 Chew Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Ac-
counting • Accounting Association 2,3; Aquinas Club 5.
RHETT D. RAGSDALE, JR. •25 1(5 Hillside Lane, Norristown, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting • Accounting Association 1,2.
ANTHONY J. REBECCA • 23 14 South Bouvier Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvan!;
B.S. in Accounting ' Accounting Association 1,2,3,4,5; Senior Class Representative
DOMENIC A. REBECCA • 7420 Githens Avenue, Pennsauken, New Jersey • B.S. i.
Indiitlrial Management • Student Congress 1,2,3,4; French Club 1,2,3; Society fo
ihc Advancement of Management 5.
KOBLKT KfcfcD • 3 34 South Be
Iniluilrial Management.
Avenue, I.angh. sylv.ini.i • B.S.
'i^i^
LEO W. REILLY • 1386 Sanger Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Iiniiranc
• Student Congress 1,2,3,4,5; French Club 1,2.
JAMES E. ROSE • 1020 East Rittenhousc Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting • Distinguished Military Student 4; Accounting Association 1,2,3,4;
Caisson Club 3,4; Drill Team 2,3; Varsity Club 4; Tennis Team 3.
CHARLES F. RUEGER • 1437 Grccby Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. i
Accounting ' Accounting Association 1,2,3,4; Sigma Beta Kappa 2,3,4; Mr. and Mr
Club 4.
ROBERT J. RUMER • 6410 North Woodstock Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania •
B.S. in Marketing ' Marketing Association 2,3,4; Varsity Club 3,4; Intramurals 4;
Baseball Team 2,3,4; Soccer Team 2,3,4, Co-Captain 3,4.
EDWARD A. RZEPNICKI • 3 8 60 Terrace Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting Accounting Association 3,4.
JOHN H. SCHAEFER •1932 65th Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Mar
keting.
JOHN C. SCHIRA, JR. • 5 3 Avon Road, Haddonficld, New Jersey • B.S. in Elc
ironies—Physics.
HARRY J. SCULLIN • 3844 North 13th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
General Business.
JOHN A. SEEMAN, JR. • 16 Grand Avenue, River Edge, New Jersey • B.S. in Indus
trial Relations • Industrial Relations Club 3,4; Marketing Association 4; Society fo
the Advancement of Management 3,4.
JOHN J. SERRATORE -218 West Maple Street, Ambler, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Ac-
counting • Dean's List 2,3,4; Diamond Scholarship 2; Accounting Association 1,2,3,4;
Caisson Club 3,4; Drill Team 2; Gavel Society 1,2; Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4.
RICHARD J. SEXTON -62 5 Park Avenue, Collingswood, New Jersey • B.S. in Indus
trial Management • Society for the Advancement of Management 3,4.
JOHN J. SIMON • 2018 Bridge Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvanii
ing • Accounting Association 3,4.
i.S. in Account-
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GEORGE A. SINCLAIR • 3449 Tnmpa Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Marketing ' Marketing Association 1,2,3,4; Rifle Team 2,3,4, Manager 3, Captain 4.
JAMES F. SMITH • 3 143 North Stillman Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Industrial Management • Accounting Association 2,3,4,5; Adoration Society 1,2;
Aquinas Club 5; Student Congress 2,3,4,5; Fall Frolic 4, Chairman 4; Stag Night 4;
Winter Dance 3,4,5, Chairman 5; Spring Dance 2,3; Senior Class Representative.
JOSEPH E. SMITH • 3018 Longshore Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Industrial Management.
THOMAS F. SMITH • 624 East Westmoreland Street, Philadelphia Pennsylvania •
B.S. in Marketing • Marketing Association 3,4; Sigma Beta Kappa 1,2,3,4; Sociology
Club 1; Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
HENRY J. SOBIESKI • 4453 Edgemont
Accounting • Accounting Association 3,4.
Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
ANTHONY C. SPODOBALSKI • 2053 East Susquehanna Avenue, Philadelphia, Pe
sylvania • B.S. in Accounting • Accounting As
Track 1,2,3,4.
1,2,3,4; Varsity Club 2,3,4;
m^^M
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EDWARD J. STEIGERS • 463 1 Weymouth Street, Philadelphia, Pcnnsylv
in Marketing • Marketing Association 4.
JOHN F, STRAZZULLO • 1417 Collings Road, Camden, New Jersey • B.S. in Ac-
counting • Convocation Award in Accounting 4; Accounting Association 4, Treas-
urer 4; Masque 3; '57 Explorer 4; Intramurals 2,3.
EDMOND U. SUEZ • 1508 East Passyunk Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Marketing • Marketing Association 4; Varsity Club 4; Soccer 3,4.
EDWARD M. SULLIVAN • 507 East Ashmead Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania •
B.S. in Accounting • Dean's List 2,3,4; Distinguished Military Student 3,4; Account-
ing Association 2,3,4; Caisson Club 2,3,4.
VINCENT J. SZYMKOWSKI -3015 Almond Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting ' Accounting Association 3,4; Executive Board 4; Student Council 4,
Class Secretary 4; Sociology Club I; Varsity Club 2,3,4, Vice-President 3, President 4;
Crew 1,2,3,4, Captain 4; Soccer 2,3,4, Captain 4; Intramurals 1,2; Spirit Committee
4, Chairman 4; Calendar Committee 4; International Relations Club 4.
f RANCIS TANNER, JR. • South M.iin Street, Barnegal, New Jersey • B.S. in Gen-
eral nusiness ' '57 Explorer 3,4; Intramurals 1.
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WILLIAM J. TORPEY, JR. • Cherry Lane, Doylcstown, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Inclu
trial Uamigcment • Sociology Club 1,2; Society for the Advancement of Managemei
2,3,4; Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
WILLIAM J. TRENWITH • 227 Elm Avenue, North Hills, Pennsylvania • B.S. h
Marketing • Student Congress 5; Marketing Association 2,3,4,5, President 5; Society
for the Advancement of Management 5; French Club 2; Senior Class Representative
Co-chairman Senior Dinner Dance.
EUGENE F. TRIMBER " 4123 Pechin Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Ac
counting - Accounting Association 3,4; Lc Ccrcle Claude! 1,2; Society for the Advanct
ment of Management 4.
LEONARD E. TULLY • 2039 East York Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Accounting • Accounting Association 3,4; Caisson Club 4; Sigma Beta Kappa 2,3,4,
Orphanage Director 4; Drill Team 2,3.
ROBERT J. TYROL • 53 30 Jackson Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
General Business • Student Congress 4,5; Industrial Relations Society 4,5; French
Club 1,2.
RICHARD C. UPHOFF • 1027 Wagner Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in
Industrial Management • Industrial Relations Society 4,5; Marketing Association 5;
Society for the Advancement of Management 4,5.
^we^ «ISk)
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GEORGE K. VAN OSTEN • 5748 Erdrick Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Industrial Management • Dean's List.
ALFRED J. VECCHIARELLI • 192 1 South 22nd Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylva
B.S. in Accounting.
CLEMENT J. VERDEUR, JR. • 332 Harding Court, Pitman, New Jersey • B.S.
Accounting • Accounting Association 1,2,3,4; Track 1,2.
NEIL R. WALSH • 6343 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Industrial Management • Society for the Advancement of Management 2,3,4.
CARL A. WANJEK • 6258 Gillespie Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • Certificate
in Accounting.
PETER G. WATERS • 186 West Queen Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania B.S.
Industrial Relations • Industrial Relations Club 3,4; Intramurals 1,2,3,4.
ROBERT E. WEIGELT -825 Lcvick Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Mar-
keting • Marketing Association 3,4,5.
WILLIAM H. WHALEN • 229 South Barrett Avenue, Audubon, New Jersey • B.S.
in Accounting • Accounting Association 4.
JOHN T. WHELAN, JR. • 743 Devon Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Marketing • Student Congress 1,2; Marketing Association 1,2,3,4,5.
HERBERT C. WINWARD • 7823 Brous Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • Cer-
tificate in Marketing • Marketing Association 1,2,3.
LEWIS R. WOLF, JR. • 1444 Rosalie Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Itidn
trial Management • Society for the Advancement of Management 4,5.
HAROLD R. WOLLARD, JR. • 4927 North 2nd Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
B.S. in Industrial Management • Society for the Advancement of Management 4,5.
ROBERT A. WOOD • 8416 Williams Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
Accounting • Accounting Association 3.
ROBERT L. WOOLSLAGER • 13 12 Wagner Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania •
B.S. in Industrial Management • Society for the Advancement of Management 2,3,4.
ELWOOD F. YEAGER '715 Church Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S. in Ac-
counting * Accounting Association 4,5.
HE.SRY W. ZAKRZEWSKI • 478 Kingslcy Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • B.S.
in Accounting • Student Congress 2,5; Spring Dance 5; Senior Representative.
THOMAS A. IIAILORAN
K02I Iorrest Avenue
I'hd.i. 19, Penna.
U.S. i.. Accounting
l.)i.-.l. Dcc.Mihir II, 19)6

PERSONAL PATRONS
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Adair
Mary M. Bell
Mr. William Bell
Mr. and Mrs. Noiman Berner
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph D. Bowen
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Campbell
Mr. and Mrs. Vito A. Canuso
Mary Elizabeth Carey
Mrs. William E. Carey
William E. Carey
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Comer
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Coyle
Rev. Fr. Thomas P. Craven
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J.
Cunningham, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. C. D'Amore
Alexander T. Davidson
Mr. and Mrs. John Oeptula
Mr. and Mrs. J. DiFelice
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony DIugosz
Miss Roberta DIugosz
Miss Eleanore Dunphy
Mr. James J. Dunphy
Mrs. Josephine Dunphy
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Fynes
Mr. James Galloway
Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Galloway
Miss Patricia F. Greenwald
Mr. and Mrs. Roman Hayduk
Mr. and Mrs. F. Henry
Mr. end Mrs. Victor C. Hoepfl
Victor C. Hoepfl, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Kihm
Ixichard S. Kozieja
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Kozieja
Marie R. Lain
Mr. and Mrs. W. Laypo
Mrs. Arthur D. Lee
Mary Leinhauser
Mr. and Mrs. A. Loschiavo
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Mahon
Mary Catherine Mahon
Mr. and Mrs. John Maketa
Joseph McGowan
Mrs. M. Marat
James P. McDonald
Mr. and Mrs. James P.
McWilliams, Jr.
Richard M. Monihan
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Monihan
Mr. Louis Moyer
Mr. and Mrs. Domenick Pilla
Mr. and Mrs. B. Reinhardt, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Reinhardt, Jr.
Lillian and Bob Reggeiro
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Sanquill
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Seeman
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Simmons
Mr. and Mrs. V. Szymkowski
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C.
Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.
Thompson
BUSINESS PATRONS
Accounting Association
Alpha Epsilon Delta
Alpha Phi Omega
Benilde Club
St. Bernard's Hall
Caisson Club
Campus Book Store
Le Cercle Claudel
Chymian Society
Class of 1957
Class of 1960
John F. Dettrey, Pharmacy
Domlnick's Barbershop
Economics Club
Education Society
Executive Board
1958 Explorer
Fabrician Society
Gavel Society
German Club
Glee Club
Historical Society
Industrial Relations Majors
Industrial Relations Society
International Relations Club
Italian Club
Kappa Mu Epsilon
La Salle Collegian
Los Lasallanos
The Masque
Marketing Association
National Federation of Catholic College Students
The Newtonian Society
Overland Motor Freight Co.
Penn A.C. Rowing Association
Pi Delta Phi
Praefectus Club
The Psychology Club
Sigma Beta Kappa
Society for the Advancement of Management
Sociology Club
Val's Town Tavern
Varsity Club
Varsity Crew
Weber Society
Wyndmoor Supply
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